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An action of a Lie algebra on the homology groups 
of moduli spaces of stable sheaves 

Kota Yoshioka 

Abstract. 

We construct an action of a Lie algebra on the homology groups 
of moduli spaces of stable sheaves on K3 surfaces under some techni
cal conditions. This is a generalization of Nakajima's construction of 
.st2-action on the homology groups (N6]. In particular, for an A, D, E
type configulation of (-2)-curves, we shall give a collection of moduli 
spaces such that the associated Lie algebra acts on their homology 
groups. 

§0. Introduction 

Let X be a smooth projective surface defined over C and H an 
ample divisor on X. Assume that X is a K3 surface. Let MH(v) be the 
moduli space of H-stable sheaves E with the Mukai vector v(E) = v (cf. 
(1.5)). In [Y2], we studied a special kind of Fourier-Mukai transform 
called ( -2)-reflection. For this purpose, we introduced the Brill-Noether 
locus on the moduli space and studied its properties. Similar results are 
obtained by Markman [Mr]. We fix a vector bundle G on X. A stable 
sheaf Eo is said to be exceptional, if Ext1 (Eo, Eo)= 0. Then v(Eo) is a 
( -2)-vector, that is, (v(E0 ) 2 ) = ,--2. We assume that the twisted degree 
deg0 (E0 ) := deg(Gv ®Eo)= 0. Let v E H*(X,7!..) be a Mukai vector 
such that 

(0.1) deg0 (E) =min{ degc(E') >OlE' E K(X)} 

forE E MH(v). Let 

MH(v)Eo,n := {E E MH(v)i dimHom(Eo, E)= n} 
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be the Brill-Noether locus with respect to Eo. Under the condition (0.1), 
we showed that MH(v)Eo,n is a Grassmannian bundle over a smooth 
manifold such that the relative cotangent bundle is isomorphic to the 
normal bundle NMn(v)Eo,n/Mn(v)· Similar Grassmannian structure ap
pears in Nakajima's quiver varieties [N2]. By usnig this structure, he 
constructed a Lie algebra action on the (Borel-Moore) homology groups 
of quiver varieties. Based on our description of the Brill-Noether lo
cus, recently Nakajima [N6] constructed an .s[z-action on the homology 
groups of moduli spaces ffiv H*(MH(v), C), where v runs a suitable set 
of Mukai vectors satisfing minimality condition (0.1). 

In this note, under the same condition, we shall generalize Naka
jima's result. Thus we shall construct a Lie algebra action on the ho
mology groups of moduli spaces of stable sheaves (Theorem 2.1): For a 
collection of exceptional sheaves Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s which satisfy some 
technical conditions, we shall construct operators hi, ei, /i, i = 1, 2, ... , s 
and show that they satisfy the commutation relations for Chevalley gen
erators. In particular, we show that [ei, /i] = hi and [ei, fil = 0, i =f j. 
Since the first relation is proved by Nakajima, we only need to show 
the second one. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of universal 
extension (resp. division) with respect to Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s (see, sect. 
1.3). This is our main idea and the other arguments are included in 
Nakajima's papers. Since the action is defined by algebraic correspon
dences, we also have an action on the rational Chow groups. In Section 
3, we give some examples of the actions of Lie algebras. 

Replacing Eo by a purely !-dimensional exceptional sheaf and the 
minimality condition by x(E) = 1, our construction also works for mod
uli spaces of purely !-dimensional stable sheaves. In particular, we shall 
construct an action of the affine Lie algebra associated to a singular 
fiber of an elliptic surface. On an elliptic surface, purely !-dimensional 
sheaves are related to torsion free sheaves of relative degree 0 via the rel
ative Fourier-Mukai transform. Moreover purely !-dimensional sheaves 
are related to the enumerative geometry of curves on X ( cf. [YZ]). 
Thus the moduli spaces of purely !-dimensional stable sheaves are im
portant objects to study. For a rational elliptic surface X, it is ob
served in [MNWV] that the Euler characteristics of the moduli spaces 
are W(E~1))-invariant, where W(E~1)) is the Weyl group associated to 

the E~1)-lattice Kic C H2 (X, Z). An explanation is given in terms of the 
monodromy action, that is, we use the invariance of the homology groups 
of the moduli spaces under the deformation of X. Our construction of 
the Lie algebra gives another explanation of this invariance. These are 
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treated in Section 4. In Section 5, we give a remark on the case of G
equivariant sheaves. We also treat the moduli of stable perverse coherent 
sheaves on a resolution of a rational double point. Many examples of the 
action of affine Lie algebra seem to be related by suitable Fourier~Mukai 
transforms. We shall study the relations elsewhere. 

§1. Moduli of stable sheaves of minimal degree 

Notation. 
Let X be a smooth projective surface. Let Coh(X) be the category 

of coherent sheaves on X and K(X) the Grothendieck group of X. In 
this paper, we use the Borel~Moore homology groups. For an algebraic 
set M, H*(M, q denotes the Borel~Moore homology group of M. If M 
is compact, then H* (M, C) coincides with the usual singular homology 
group of M. 

Let D(X) := Db(Coh(X)) be the bounded derived category of 
Coh(X). For complexes lE, lF E D(X), we set 

Exti(JE, JF) := Homn(X) (JE, lF[i]). 

We usually denote Ext0 (JE, JF) by Hom(JE, JF). For a morphism ¢ : lE ----+ 

lF, [JE ----+ JF] denotes the mapping cone of a representative of ¢. If 
Hi([JE ----+ JF]) = 0 for all i, then we write lE ~ JF. We usually denote 
Exti([lE1 ----+ lE2],lF) (resp. Exti(JF, [lE1 ----+ lE2])) by Exti(lE1 ----+ lE2,lF) 
(resp. Exti(JF, lE1 ----+ lE2)). 

Let H be an ample divisor on X and G an element of K(X) with 
rkG > 0. For a coherent sheaf Eon X, we set degc(E) := deg(Gv ®E) 
and xa(E) := x(Gv ®E). 

1.1. Technical lemmas 
In this subsection, we introduce some technical conditions ( 1.1), 

(1.2), (1.3) and under these conditions we give some technical lemmas. 
These will play important roles for our construction of the action. 

Definition 1.1. A purely !-dimensional sheaf E is JL-Stable, if the 
scheme-theoretic support Div(E) of E is reduced and irreducible. 

We fix an ample divisor H on X. Let G be an element of K(X) with 
rk G > 0. In this note, we treat JL-semi-stable sheaves E (with respect 
to H) such that 

(1.1) deg0 (E) = min{degc(E') >OlE' E K(X)}. 

This is a fairly strong condition for E, but such E behave very well. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0 and 
Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s be (mutually different) J.L-stable vector bundles with 
deg0 (Ei) = 0. Let E be a J.L-semi-stable sheaf satisfying (1.1). 

(1) Then E is J.L-stable. 
(2) Every non-trivial extension 

0 ---+ E1 ---+ F ---+ E ---+ 0 

defines a J.L-stable sheaf. 
(3) Let Vi be subspaces of Hom(Ei, E), i = 1, 2, ... , s. Then 

¢ : EB:=l Vi® Ei ---+ E is injective or surjective in codimension 
1. Moreover, 

(3-1) if¢: EB:=l Vi® Ei ---+ E is injective, then the cokernel is 
J.L-stable, 

(3-2) if¢ : EB:=l Vi ® Ei ---+ E is surjective in codimension 1, 
then ker ¢ is J.L-stable. In particular 

8 

D(E) := Ext1(ffi Vi® Ei---+ E, Ox) 
i=l 

is J.L-stable. 

Since deg0 (E)/rk(E) = rk(G)(deg(E)/rkE- deg(G)/rkG), the 
J.L-stability can be defined by using the G-twisted slope dega(E)/ rk(E). 
By using the following lemmas, the proof of [Y2, Lem. 2.1] implies our 
lemma. So we only give a proof of (1), (3). We first note the following 
easy lemmas. 

Lemma 1.2. A purely 1-dimensional sheaf E with (1.1) is J.L-stable. 

Lemma 1.3. Let r, d, x be. positive integers. Let y be an integer 
such that y E d7l. lfO < yjx < djr, then y?: d and x > r. 

Proof of Lemma 1.1 (1}, (3}. Let E' be a subsheaf of E with 
dega(E)/ rkE = deg0 (E')/ rkE'. Then 1 ?: dega(E)/ deg0 (E') = 
rkE/ rkE' ?: 1. Hence rkE' = rkE and dega(E') = deg0 (E), which 
implies that E is J.L-stable. Thus (1) holds. We shall prove (3). We first 
assume that rkE > 0. By the J.L-stability of E, we have 

0 deg0 (im ¢) dega(B) 
< < . 
- rk(im¢) - rkE 

By Lemma 1.3, we have 

(i) deg0 (im¢) = 0 or 
(ii) deg0 (im¢)/ rk(im¢) = deg0 (E)/ rkE. 
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In the first case, deg0 (ker ¢) = 0. Assume that ker ¢ =1- 0. Let F 
be a p,-stable locally free subsheaf of ker ¢ with deg0 (F) = 0. Then 
there is a non-zero homomorphism F----> Ei, which is isomorphic. Hence 
Hom(Ei,ker¢) =1- 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore ker¢ = 0. We 
shall show that E' := coker ¢ is p,-stable. We note that E' does not have 
a 0-dimensional subsheaf and dego(E') = dego(E). We first assume 
that rkE' > 0. If E' is not p,-stable, then (1) implies that E' is not p,
semi-stable. Then there is a quotient E' ----> F with dego(F)/ rkF < 
dego(E')/ rkE'. By Lemma 1.3, dego(F) :::; 0, which implies that 
deg0 (F)/rkF < deg0 (E)/rkE. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
E' is p,-stable. If rk E' = 0, then E' is of pure dimension 1. Then 
Lemma 1.2 implies that E' is p,-stable. 

We next treat the second case. In this case, ¢ is surjective in codi
mension 1. We shall show that ker ¢ is p,-stable. Assume that there is a 
locally free subsheaf F of ker ¢ with 

de go( F) dego(ker ¢) de go( E) 
__;::..:o:._:........:... > - - ___:::..;::_:........:... 

rkF rk(ker¢) - rk(ker¢) · 

Then we get that dego(F) :::; 0. If dego(F) = 0, then Hom(F, Ei) =1- 0 
for ani. Since Ei and F are p,-stable sheaves with the same slope, non
trivial homomorphism F ----> Ei is isomorphic in codimension 1. Since 
F is locally free, we conclude that F ~ Ei· Then Hom(Ei, F) =1- 0, 
which is a contradiction. Hence dego(F) < 0, which means that 0 < 
-dego(F)/rkF < dego(E)/rk(ker¢), Then Lemma 1.3 implies that 
- dego(F) ;::::: dego(E) and rkF > rk(ker ¢), which is a contradiction. 
Therefore ker ¢ is p,-stable. 

If rkE = 0, then since E is p,-stable, we get¢= 0 or¢ is surjective 
in codimension 1. Then by the same arguments as above, we see that 
ker ¢ is p,-stable. Q.E.D. 

Besides the condition for p,-semi-stable sheaves (1.1), we also intro
duce similar conditions and lemmas for Gieseker (twisted) semi-stabilities. 

Definition 1.2. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0. A 
torsion free sheaf E is G-twisted stable, if 

xa(F(nH)) xa(E(nH)) 0 
rkF < rkE ,n» 

for all proper subsheaves F(=l- 0) of E. 

As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we also have the following assertions. 

Lemma 1.4. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0 and 
Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s, be (mutually different) G-twisted stable sheaves with 
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degc(Ei) = xc(Ei) = 0. Let E be a G-twisted stable torsion free sheaf 
with degc(E) = 0 and 

(1.2) xc(E) = min{xc(E') > 01 E' E Coh(X), degc(E') = 0} 

orE= Cp, P EX with (1.2). 

(1) Then every non-trivial extension 

0 ____, E1 ____, F ____, E ____, 0 

defines a G-twisted stable sheaf. 
(2) Let Vi be a subspace ofHom(Ei, E). Then¢;: EB:=l Vi ®Ei ____, 

E is injective or surjective. Moreover, 
(2-1) if¢;: EB:=l Vi® Ei ____, E is injective, then the cokernel is 

a G-twisted stable torsion free sheaf or Cp, P EX, 
(2-2) if ¢; : EB:=l Vi ® Ei ____, E is surjective, then ker ¢; is G

twisted stable. 

Lemma 1.5. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkC > 0 and 
Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s, be (mutually different) G-twisted stable sheaves with 
degc(Ei) = xc(Ei) = 0. Let E be a G-twisted stable torsion free sheaf 
with degc(E) = 0 and 

(1.3) xc(E) = max{xc(E') < Ol E' E Coh(X), degc(E') = 0}. 

(1) Then every non-trivial extension 

defines a G-twisted stable sheaf. 
(2) Let Vi be a subspace ofHom(E, Ei)· Then¢;: E ____, EB:=l 1/iv ® 

Ei is injective or surjective. Moreover, 
(2-1) if¢; : E ____, EB:=l 1/iv ® Ei is injective, then the cokernel 

is a G-twisted stable torsion free sheaf or Cp, P EX 
(2-2) if ¢; : E ____, EB:=l 1/iv ® Ei is surjective, then ker ¢; is 

G-twisted stable. 

1.2. Basic properties of stable sheaves of minimal degree 

Assume that Kx is numerically trivial. We define a bilinear form 
( , ) on H*(X, Q) := EB7=o H 2i(X, Q) by 

(1.4) (x, y) := L x1 A Yl - Xo A Y2 - x2 A Yo 

where Xi E H 2i(X, Q) (resp. Yi E H 2i(X, Q)) is the 2i-th component of 
x (resp. y). 
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For an object lE E D(X), we define the Mukai vector of lE by 

v(lE) = ,L) -1)iv(Hi(E)) 

(1.5) i 

= :L:)-1)ich(Hi(JE))~ E H*(X,Q), 
i 

wheretdx isthetoddclassofX. Wehaveamapv: D(X)--+ H*(X,Q). 
We call an element of v(D(X)) a Mukai vector. For E,IF' E D(X), we 
define the Riemann-Roch number by 

x(JE, IF') := ~) -1)i dimExti(lE, IF'). 
i 

Then the Riemann-Roch theorem says the following. 

Proposition 1.6. 

x(lE, IF') = -(v(lE), v(IF')). 

By a similar way, we also define the rank rkE and other invariants. 
We fix an element G E K(X) with rkG > 0. For an object lEE D(X) 
such that deg0 (JE) satisfies (1.1), we define a stability condition. 

Definition 1.3. Let lE E D(X) be an object such that deg0 (JE) 
satisfies (1.1). Then E is stable, if 

(1.6) 
. IL 

H'(JE Q9 Cp) = 0, i =/= -1,0 

for all P E X and one of the following conditions holds: 

(i) Hi(E) = 0, i =/= 0 and H 0 (JE) is a stable sheaf. 
(ii) Hi(JE) = 0, i =/= -1,0, H-1 (E)v := 'Homox(H-1 (lE),Ox) is a 

stable sheaf and H 0 (JE) is a 0-dimensional sheaf. 

Remark 1.1. (1) The condition (1.6) implies that there is 
a complex C_1 --+ Co of locally free sheaves which is quasi
isomorphic to JE. In particular, if H-1 (JE) = 0, then H 0 (E) 
does not contain a 0-dimensional subsheaf. 

(2) If rklE < 0, then Hi(D(JE)) = 0, i =/= 1 and H 1 (D(JE)) is a 
stable sheaf, where D(JE) := R'Hom(JE, Ox) is the dual of JE. 
Since we want to treat two cases simultaniously, we use E 
instead of using D(JE). 

Lemma 1.7. Let lE be an object ofD(X). 

(1) degc(JE) satisfies (1.1) if and only ifdeg0 v(D(JE)[1]) satisfies 
(1.1). 
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(2) IE is stable if and only if D(IE)[1] is stable. 

Proof. (1) Since deg0 v(D(IE)[1]) = degc(IE), we get (1). 
(2) Obviously (1.6) for IE is equivalent to that for D(IE)[1]. If rkiE =f. 

0, then (i) for IE is equivalent to (ii) for D(IE)[1) and (ii) for IE is equivalent 
to (i) for D(IE) [1). If rk IE = 0, then (i) for IE is equivalent to (i) for 
D(IE)[1] and (ii) does not occur. Therefore IE is stable if and only if 
D(IE)[1) is stable. Q.E.D. 

Definition 1.4. For a Mukai vector v E H* (X, Q) with the property 
(1.1), let MH(v) be the moduli space of (quasi-isomorphism classes of) 
stable complexes IE with v(IE) = v. 

Ifrkv < 0, then by Remark 1.1, MH(v) has a scheme structure. The 
Zariski tangent space of MH(v) at IE is Ext1(IE,IE) and the obstruction 
for the infinitesimal liftings belongs to the kernel of the trace map 

tr: Ext2 (IE,IE) ~ H 2(X,Ox). 

In this paper, we require the following condition. 

Condition 1. The trace map 

is isomorphic. 

By Lemma 1.1 and Condition 1, we get the following assertions. 

Lemma 1.8. Assume that v E H*(X, Q) satisfies (1.1). 

(i) If MH(v) =f. 0, thendimMH(v) = (v2)+1+p9 • In particular, 
if there is a stable complex IE with v(IE) = v, then (v(IE)2 ) 2: 
-(pg + 1). 

(ii) Assume that X is a K3 surface. Then there is a stable complex 
IE with v(IE) = v if and only if (v2) 2: -2. 

Fot the proof of (ii), we also use [Y2, Thm. 0.2). 
Let S := { E1, E2, ... , En} be a finite set of J.L-stable vector bundles 

such that degc(Ei) = 0, 1 ~ i ~ n. We require the following condition. 

Condition 2. 

Exe(Ei, Ei) = 0, Ei Q9 Kx ~ Ei, Ei E S. 

Let S be a subcategory of Coh(X) consisting of semi-stable sheaves 
F whose Jordan-Holder grading is ffii Eifni. 

Lemma 1.9. Hom(IE, F) = 0 and Hom(F[1), IE)= 0 for FE S. 
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Proof. We use the spectral sequence 

E~,q = E}1 ExtP(H-q' ( * ), Hq" ( **)) 
q'+q"=q 

Since Hi(IE) = 0, i =I -1,0, Hom(IE,F) = Hom(H0 (IE),F). If rkiE?: 
0, then H 0 (IE) is a stable sheaf of positive G-twisted degree. Hence 
Hom(Hi(IE), F) = 0. If rkiE < 0, then H 0 (IE) is a 0-dimension sheaf. 
Hence Hom(H0 (IE), F) = 0. Therefore the first claim holds. Since 
Hom(F[1], IE)= Hom(F, H-1 (IE)), we also get the second claim. Q.E.D. 

1.3. A universal division and a universal extension 
Definition 1.5. Let IE be a stable complex in Definition 1.3. An 

exact triangle 
F ~IE~ JE ~ F[1] 

is a universal division of IE with respect to {E1, E2, ... , En}, ifF E S 
and iE is a stable complex such that Hom(Ei, JE) = 0, 1 ~ i ~ n. 

For an exact triangle 

F' ~IE~ IE'~ F'[1] 

with F' E S, we have an exact sequence 

Hom(F'[1],JE) ~ Hom(IE',JE) ~ Hom(IE,JE) ~ Hom(F',JE). 

By our assumption and Lemma 1.9, Hom(JE', JE) ~ Hom(lE, JE) is an 
isomorphism. Hence we have a unique morphism JE' ~ iE in D(X) 
which induces a commutative diagram of exact triangles (in D(X)): 

F' -----+ lE .-----+ JE' -----+ F'[1} 

1 II 1 1 
F -----+ lE -----+ lE -----+ F[1]. 

In particular, a universal division of IE is unique (up to isomorphism in 
D(X)). Since Hom(JE,JE) 9:! C and Hom(F,JE) = 0, we get 

(1.7) Hom(JE, JE) 9:! C. 

Since Ei®Kx ~ Ei, we see that Hom(F®Kk, JE) = Hom(F®K_k[1], JE) = 
0. Hence we also get that 

(1.8) - - - 0 
Hom(lE, lE ® Kx) ~ Hom(IE, lE ® Kx) ~ H (X, Kx ). 
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Definition 1.6. Let E be a stable complex in Definition 1.3. An 
exact triangle 

F --7 E --7 E --7 F[1] 

is a universal extension of E with respect to { E1, E2, ... , En}, if F E S 
and iE is a stable complex such that Ext1 (E, Ei) = 0, 1::; i::; n. 

For an exact triangle 

F' --7 E' --7 E --7 F'[1] 

with F' E S, we have an exact sequence 

Hom(E, F') --7 Hom(E, E') --7 Hom(E, E) --7 Ext1 (E, F'). 

By our assumption and Lemma 1.9, Hom(E, E') --7 Hom(E, E) is an 
isomorphism. Hence we have a unique morphism iE --? E' which induces 
a commutative diagram of exact triangles 

F' ------+ E' ------+ E ------+ F'[1] 

II 
F ------+ E ------+ E ------+ F [1]. 

In particular, a universal extension of E is unique. For a universal ex
tension, we also see that 

(1.9) 
Hom(E, E) ~ C, 

- - - 0 Hom(E,E@Kx) ~Hom(E,K@Kx) ~H (X,Kx). 

1.3.1. Condition for the existence 

Lemma 1.10. (i) lfthematrix(-x(Ei,Ej)f,i=l) is negative 
definite, then a universal extension and a universal division 
exist forK 

(ii) Assume that the matrix ( -x(Ei, Ej )f,j=l) is negative semi
definite of affine type. Let 8 := Li aiv(Ei) satisfy (8, v(Ei)) = 
0 for all Ei E S. If (v(E), 8) =f. 0, then a universal extension 
or a universal division exist for K 

Proof. 

Claim 1.1. For a non-zero morphism'¢ : En1 --7 E, E(l) := [En1 --7 

E] is also stable. 
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Proof of Claim 1.1: For a non-zero morphism '1/J: En1 ---+IE, we have 
an exact sequence 

Hom(EnuiE[-1])---+ Hom(En1 ,IE(l)[-1])---+ C ~ Hom(En1 ,IE). 

By Lemma 1.9, Hom(EnuiE[-1]) = 0. Hence we get Hom(Enu IE(1l[-1]) 
= 0. We note that IE(l) satisfies (1.6) and we have the following exact 
sequence 

0 ----> H-l(IE) ----> H-l(IE(l)) ----> 

En1 ----t H 0 (IE) ----t H 0 (IE(1)) ----t 0. 

Then we get 0 = Hom(EnuiE(l)[-1]) ~ Hom(EnuH-1 (IE(1l)). 
If H-1 (IE) = 0, then En1 ---+ H 0 (IE) is a non-zero homomorphism. By 
Lemma 1.1, IE(1) is stable. Assume that H-1 (IE) =f. 0. Then D(IE)[1] = 
H 1 (D(IE)) is a stable sheaf (cf. Remark 1.1). Hence D(IE(1l)[1] 
H 1 (D(IE(1l)) and we have an exact sequence 

0---+ E~1 ---+ H 1 (D(IE(ll))---+ H 1 (D(IE))---+ 0. 

Since degav ( D (IE)[1]) = degG (IE) and 

Hom(H1 (D(IE(1l)), E~J =Hom(D(IE(ll)[1], E~J 

=Hom(EnuiE(l)[-1]) = 0, 

Lemma 1.1 implies that H 1 (D(IE(1l)) is a stable sheaf. Therefore IE(l) is 
a stable complex. Thus the claim holds. 

If there is a non-zero morphism En2 ---+ IE(l), then we set IE(2) := 
[En2 ---+ IE(1l]. Then by applying the Octahedral axiom to IE ---+ IE(l) ---+ 
IE(2), we have an exact triangle 

p2 ---+ IE ---+ IE(2) ---+ p2 [1], 

where F 2 fits in an exact sequence 

Continueing this procedure, we get a sequence of stable complexes 

IE = IE(O), IE(l), ... , IE(s), ... , 

where IE(s) fits in an exact triangle 
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F 8 E S. Since v(IE(s)) = v(IE(0))- Li v(En;), if S generate a negative 
definite lattice or (8, v(IE)) > 0, then (v(IE(s))2 ) < -(1 + p9 ) for some s. 
By Lemma 1.8, this is impossible. Hence Hom(Ei, IE(s)) = 0, 1 :$ i :$ n 
for somes. 

For a non-zero morphism 1/J: IE--+ En0 [1], we set IE(-1)[1] :=[IE--+ 
En0 [l]]. Then IE(-1) fits in an exact triangle: 

En0 --+IE(-1) -+IE-+En0 [1]. 

Claim 1.2. JB:(-1) is a stable complex. 

Proof of Claim 1.2: For a non-zero morphism 1/J :IE--+ En0 [1], we 
have an exact sequence 

Hom(IE[l],En0 [1])--+ Hom(IE(-1)[1],En0 [1])--+ C ~ Hom(IE,En0 [1]). 

By Lemma 1.9, Hom(IE[l],En0 [l]) = 0, and hence Hom(E(-1)[1],En0 [1]) 
= 0. By our assumption, IE(-1) satisfies (1.6) and Hi(IE(-1)), i = -1,0 
fits in the exact sequence 

0 --+ H-1(IE(-1)) --+ H-1(IE) --+ 

Eno --+ H 0 (IE(-1)) --+ H 0 (IE) --+ 0. 

If H-1(IE) = 0, then since 

Hom(H0 (IE(-1)), En0 ) = Hom(IE(-1) [1], En0 [1]) = 0, 

Lemma 1.1 (2) implies that H 0 (IE(-1)) is stable. Assume that H-1(IE) f. 
0. If H-1(IE) --+ Eno is a zero map, then since H 0 (IE) is 0-dimensional 
and Eno is locally free, we get Ext1(H0 (IE), En0 ) = 0. Hence the second 
line splits, which is a contradiction. Thus ~ : H-1(IE) --+ Eno is non 
trivial. Then by applying Lemma 1.1 (3) to C: E';:0 --+ H-1(IE)v, 
we see that (1) e is injective except finite subset of X and coker(C) 
is JL-Stable torsion free sheaf, or (2) C is injective except a divisor of 
X and coker(~v) is JL-stable purely !-dimensional sheaf, or (3) Cis 
surjective in codimension 1 and ker ~v is a JL-stable sheaf. In the case of 
(1), H 0 (IE(-1)) is 0-dimensional and H-1(IE(-1)) is a JL-stable sheaf. If 
the case (2) occur, then H 0 (IE(-1)) is a JL-stable !:.dimensional sheaf and 
H-1 (IE(-1)) = 0. In the last case, H 0 (IE(-1)) is a JL-stable torsion free 
sheaf and H-1(IE(-1)) = 0. Therefore IE(-1) is a stable complex and we 
complete the proof of the claim. 

If there is a non-zero homomorphism IE(-1) --+ En_ 1 [1], we set 
IE(-2)[1] := [IE(-1) --+ En_ 1 [1]]. Continueing this procedure, we get a 
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sequence of stable complexes 

... , JE(-t), ... , JEC-1), JE{O). 

Since v(JEC-t)) = v(JEC0)) + Z.:::i v(En.), if S generate a negative definite 
lattice or (o,v(JE)) < 0, then we see that Hom(Ei,JE(-t)) = 0, 1:::; i:::; n 
for some -t. Therefore Lemma 1.10 holds. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 1.11. Assume that S satisfies the condition of (i) or (ii) 
in Lemma 1.1 0. If there is an exact triangle 

F-+ lE-+ JE'-+ F[1] 

such that IE, JE' are stable complexes and FE S, then we have 

Hom(lE,lE') ~ C, Hom(lE,lE' ® Kx) ~ H 0 (X,Kx). 

Proof We only show the first assertion. We assume that there 
is a universal division lE of JE'. By applying the Octahedral axiom to 
lE -+ JE' -+ JE, we have an exact triangle 

F'-+ JE'-+ lE-+ F'[1], 

where F' E S. By the exact sequence 

Hom(lE, F') -+ Hom(lE, JE') -+ Hom(lE, E) = C 

and Lemma 1.9, we get our claim. If there is a universal extension lE, 
we also see that Hom(lE, JE') ~ C. Q.E.D. 

1.4. Coherent systems 

We set 

qJ[)(v) := {(lE,U)jlE E MH(v),U c Hom(Ei;lE),dimU = n} .. 

qJ[) ( v) is the moduli space of coherent systems. For the construc

tion of qJ[\ v), see Section 7 .1. The Zariski tangent space of qJ[) ( v) at 
(JE, U) is 

coker(¢: End(U ® Ei)-+ Ext1(U ® Ei-+ lE,lE)) 

and the obstruction for the infinitesimal deformation belongs to the ker
nel of 
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For brevity, we usually denote coker ¢ by Ext1 (U ® Ei ---+ IE, IE) j End(U ® 
Ei)· We also use similar conventions later. 

By Lemma 1.11 and the Serre duality, kerT = 0. Thus s,p~l(v) is a 
smooth scheme with 

dims,p~l (v) = dimExt1 (U ® E; ---+IE, IE)/ End(U ® E;) 

= (v- nvi, v) - n 2 + (1 + p9 ) 

= ~(dimMH(v) + dimMH(v- nv;)). 

For (IE, U) E s,p~l ( v), IE and [U ® Ei ---+ IE] are stable. Hence we have 

morphisms 1r: s,p~l(v)---+ MH(v) and w: s,p~l(v)---+ MH(v- nvi)· 

Remark 1.2. If rkiE < 0, then E' := H 1 (D(IE)) E MH( -vv) and 
Hom(E;, IE)~ Hom(E', Ei[l]). Hence 

s,p~l(v) = {(E', U)IE' E MH( -vv), U C Ext1 (E;, E'), dimU = n}. 

Remark 1.3. We set lF := [U ® E; ---+IE]. Since Hom(IE[l], E;[l]) = 
Hom(E; ® U, E;[l]) = 0, by the exact triangle 

we have an exact sequence 

0---+ uv ---+ Hom(lF, E;[l])---+ Hom(IE, E;[l]) ---+ 0. 

Thus we have 

(1.10) m (v) ·= (JF uv) (n) { llFEMH(v-nv;),dimU=n} 
1-'E; . ' Uv C Hom(lF, E;[l]) . 

We set F; := U ® Ei and lF := [Fi ---+ IE]. Then we have the following 
exact and commutative diagram: 
(1.11) 

1 
Hom(lF, lF) --------+ Ext1 (JF, F;) --------+ Ext1 (JF, IE) --------+ Exe (JF, JF) 

1 1 1 1 
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By Lemma 1.11, we see that Ext1 (IE, Fi) ____, Ext1 (IE, IE) is injective, which 
implies that 

Ext1 (Fi ____,IE, IE)/End(Fi) ____, Exe(Fi ____,IE, Fi ____,IE) EB Ext1 (IE, IE) 

is injective. Therefore 1r x w : ~k~)(v) ____, MH(v) x MH(v- nvi) is a 
closed immersion. 

Definition 1. 7. 

MH(v)E,,n :={IE E MH(v)i dimHom(Ei,IE) = n}. 

Then 1r*(~~)(v)) = Uk?_nMH(v)E,,k· 

§2. An action of a Lie algebra 

We define a lattice 

Let g be the Lie algebra associated to L(S), that is, the Cartan matrix of 
g is ( -(v(Ei), v(Ej))i,j=1 ). In the same way as in [N2] and [N6], we shall 
construct an action of g on ffivH*(MH(v),C), where v runs a suitable 
set of Mukai vectors with (1.1). 

The fundamental class of~~) defines an operator f~~): 

H*(MH(v- nvi), C) ____, H*(MH(v), C) 

x ,__. P2*(Pi(x) n [~~l(v)]) 

where p1 ,p2 are the first and the second projections of MH(v- nvi) x 

MH(v). We also define the operator e~7): 

H*(MH(v), C) ____, H*(MH(v- nvi), C) 
x ,__. ( -1)nr(v)Ph(P2(x) n [~~)(v)]) 

where r(v) = ~(dimMH(v- vi)- dimMH(v)) = -(vi,v)- 1. We set 

ev, := e~~) and fv, := f~;). We also set 

hv,IH.(MH(v),C) = (vi, v) idH.(MH(v),C). 

Theorem 2.1. For a fixed element G E K(X) with rk G > 0, we 
consider Mukai vectors v satisfying (1.1). Assume that Condition 1 holds 
for any element E E MH(v). Assume that S satsifies Condition 2 and 
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the assumptions in {i} or {ii} of Lemma 1.10. Then ev, fvi, hvk satisfy 
the following relations: 

(2.1) [hv,evi] = -(vi,Vj)evi 

(2.2) [hv;,fvi] = (vi,Vj)fvi 

(2.3) [ev, fvi] = Oi,jhvn 

(2.4) ad(evy+<v;,vj)(evj) = ad(fvy+<v;,v3 )(fvj) = 0, i =/::. j, 

where ad means the adjoint action ad(x)(y) := [x, y] = xy- yx. 

Since ((v ± nvi)2) < -(1 + p9 ) for n » 0, ev; and fv; are locally 
nilpotent. Therefore we get an integral representation of g. 

2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
The proof is similar to [N2] and [N6]. We first note that the Serre 

relations (2.4) follows from the other relations and ((v ± nvi)2) < -(1 + 
Pu) for n » 0: Let L be the subspace of 

Hom(EBkEZH*(MH(v + kvi)), EBkEZH*(MH(v + Vj + kvi))) 

generated by ad( ev;)n ( evi), n 2: 0. Then 5[2 generated by evn fv;, hv; 
acts on L. Since ((v ± nvi)2) < -(1 + p9 ) for n » 0, L is of finite 
dimension. By the theory of the 5[2-representation, we get 

ad(ev;)l+(v;,v3)(ev3 ) = 0. 

The proof of the other relation is the same. 
Hence we only need to show relations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). The 

proofs of (2.1), (2.2) are easy. We shall prove (2.3). For this purpose, 
we shall study the convolution products: 

(2.5) 
Pl3* (P~2 [w('iJ~·)(v))J np23 ['iJ~3 )(v)J), 

Q13* ( qi2 ['iJ~3 )(v- nivi)] n q;3 [w('iJ~;)(v- nivi))]), 

where ni, nj E Z>o, Pij and Qij are the projections to the products of 
the i-th and the j-th factors in 

MH(v- nivi) x MH(v) x MH(v- njvj), 

MH(v- nivi) x MH(v- niVi- njvj) x MH(v- njVj) 

respectively, and w is the exchange of the factor. The both products 
have degree ~(dimMH(v- nivi) + dimMH(v- njvj)). 

(I) We first study the case where i =/::. j. 
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Lemma 2.2. We have an isomophism over MH(v-nivi) x MH(v
njVj): 

Proof. We set Fi := Ui Q9 Ei and Fj := Uj Q9 Ej. Let IE1 be an 
element of MH(v- njVj)· For Fi----+ IE1 and [Fi----+ IE1]----+ Fj[1], we set 

IE2 :=[[Fi----+ IE1]----+ Fj[1]][-1] E MH(v- nivi), 

IE :=[IE1 ----+ Fj[1Jl[-1] E MH(v). 

Applying the Octahedral axiom to IE1 ----+ [Fi----+ IE1]----+ Fj[1], we have a 
commutative diagram of exact triangles: 

Fi Fi 

1 1 
Fi ----4 IE ----4 IE1 ______. Fj[1] 

(2.7) II 1 1 II 
Fj ----4 IE2 ----4 [Fi----+ IE1] ______. Fj[1] 

1 1 
Fi[1]= Fi[1]. 

Hence IE1 ~ [Fi ----+ lE], IE2 ~ [Fi ----+ lE] and [Fi ----+ IE1] ~ [Fi EB Fi ----+ JE]. 
Conversely for IE := [IE1 ----+ Fj[1]][-1] and IE2 := [Fi ----+ JE], we get the 
commutative diagram of exact triangles (2. 7). Since the correspondence 
is functorial, we have a desired isomorphism 

-l(m(nj)( )) n -1( (m(n;)( ))) q12 1-'E· V- niVi q23 W 1-' g V- njVj . 
J ' 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.3. (i) 

is injective. 
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(ii) 

-1(m(n;)( )) n -1( (m(n;)( ))) q12 1-' E; V - niVi q23 W 1-' E; V - njVj 

--+ MH(v- nivi) x MH(v- nivi) 

is injective. 

Proof. We shall prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. Assume that 
we have isomorphisms in the derived category: 

[Ft --+ lE] ~ [F1 --+ JE'], 

[F2 --+ lE] ~ [F2 --+ JE'], 

where JE, JE' E MH( v) and Fi = Ui®Ei, i = 1, 2. We shall show that there 
is an isomorphism ¢ : lE --+ JE' which is compatible with the morphisms 
Fi --+ lE, Fi --+ JE' ( i = 1, 2). Applying Hom(JE', ) to the exact triangles 

lE -----t Fl[1] 

11 1 II 

we get a commutative diagram 

Hom(JE', F1) -----t Hom(JE', JE) 

II 1 
Hom(JE', F1) -----t Hom(JE', F2 --+ JE) -----t 

Hom(JE', F1 --+ lE) -----t Ext 1 (JE', F1) 

1 II 
Hom(JE', F1 EB F2--+ lE) -----t Ext1(JE', Fl). 

Since Hom(JE', F1 ) = 0, Lemma Lll implies that 

Hom(JE', F2 --+ JE) --+ Hom(JE', F1 EB F2 --+ JE) 

is an isomorphism. Hence Hom(JE', JE) --+ Hom(JE', F 1 --+ JE) ~ C is also 
an isomorphism. We also have an isomorphism 

Hom(lE, JE') --+ Hom(JE, F1 --+ JE'). 

Then the claim easily follow from these isomorphisms. Hence 

P!i(w(qJ~;)(v))) np2l(I-TJ~;\v))--+ MH(v- nivi) x MH(v- nivi) 
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is injective. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.4. Ifi :/= j, then P!l(w(\P~')(v))) and P2l(\P~1 )(v)) in

tersect transversely and q!21 (\Pk~J) ( v-nivi)) and qz-i (w(\P~;) ( v-njVj))) 
intersect transversely. 

Proof. We set Fi := Ui ® Ei and Fj := Uj ® Ej. We shall show 
that the map of the tangent spaces 

(2.8) 
Exe(Fi ____, lE, lE)/ End(Fi) EB Ext1 (Fj ____, lE, lE)/ End(FJ) 

____,Ext 1 (lE,lE) 

is surjective and 

(2.9) Ext1 (Fi EB Fj ____, lE, Fj ____, lE)/ End(Fi) 

EB Ext1 (Fi EB Fj ____, lE, Fi ____, lE)/ End(Fj) 

____, Ext1 (Fi EB Fj ____, lE, Fi EB Fj ____, lE) 

is surjective. 
We shall only prove (2.8). By (1.11) and Lemma 1.11, it is sufficient 

to show that the natural homomorphism 

is surjective. Since Exe ( Fi EB Fj ____, lE, JE) ~ Ext2 ( Fi ____, lE, JE) ~ 
H 2 (X, Ox), the exact triangle 

implies that this homomorphism is surjective. Q.E.D. 

By Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, we obtain that 

Pl3* (Pi2 [ w(\P~i) ( v))] n P23 [ \P~1 l ( v) J) 
(2.10) 

=q13* ( q~2 [ \P~1 ) ( v - nivi) J n q~3 [ w\P~;) ( v - nivi)]) . 

Hence we get 
[e~~;), ~~~1 )] = 0, i :/= j. 

In particular, (2.3) holds fori :f= j. 
(II) We next treat the case where i = j. This case was treated by 

Nakajima [N6]. For convenience of the reader, we write a self-contained 
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proof. We assume that ni = 1. If i = j, thenp121(w(Sf.l£])) and P231(\l.l£]) 
intersect transversely outside P1l (LlMH(v-v,)), and q121 (Sf.\£] ( v-vi)) and 

q2:/(w\l.l£](v-vi)) intersect transversely outside q131(LlMH(v-v,))· Then 
we see that 

P13* (Prz [w(Sf.l£](v))J np~3 [Sf.l£](v)J) 

=q13* (q;2 [Sf.l£](v- vi)] n q~3 [w\lJ£](v- vi)]) 
(2.11) 

outside LlMH(v-v,)· Thus 

P13* (Prz [ w(Sf.l£] ( v)) J n P~3 [Sf.\£] ( v)]) 
(2.12) ] 

- ( * [ (1) * [ (1) ] ) -q13* q12 Sf.\E, (v- Vi) n q23 W\lJE, (v- Vi) + CLlMH(v-v;) 

for some integer c. In order to compute c, we may restrict to a suitable 
open neighbourhood of the generic point of LlMH(v-v;)· We set w := 
V- Vi. 

(II-1) Assume that -(vi,w) 2:0. We set 

MH(w)' :=MH(w)E,,-(v;,w)' 

MH(w- Vi)' :=MH(w- vi)\ 7r(Sf.\~(v,,w))(w- vi)). 

Then Sf.l£](w)' := 7r-1(MH(w)') is a projective bundle over MH(w)' and 

Sf.l£](w)' --4 MH(w-vi)' is a closed immersion. We have a fiber product 
diagram: 

Sf.\£] (w)' ~ q231 (w(Sf.l~](w)')) 

1 1 
q1z1 (Sf.\~] ( w )') 

By the excess intersection theory, we get that 

q;2 [Sf.l~](w)'] n q~3 [w(Sf.\~](w)')] = Ctop(N<:rJ)i](w)'/MH(w-v;)'). 

We take lEE MH(w) with Ext1 (Ei,lE) = 0. We set V := Hom(Ei,lE). 
Let lP' := lP'(Vv) be the fiber of 1r. Then 

q13* ( q;z [Sf.l~](w)'] n q~3 [w(Sf.l~](w)')]) 

= (i Ctop(N<:rJ~](w)'/MH(w-v;)')) LlMH(w)'· 
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We have a family of non-trivial homomorphisms: 

We set 

We have an exact sequence 

Ext~ll'{£, Op ~IE) ------+ Ext~(£,£) ------+ Ext~(£, Op( -1) ~ Ei) 

Ext;ll' ( £, Op ~ IE) ------+ Ext~ ( £, £). 

The restriction of the normal bundle (Ns.p}il(w)' /MH(w-v;)')IP is . 

By the exact triangle 

we get an exact sequence 

0 __. Op __. V ® Op(1)--> HomPI>(Op( -1) ~ Ei,£)--> 0. 

Hence HomPI> ( Op ( -1) ~ Ei, £) v = 0~. Therefore 

k Ctop(Ns.p}i](w)'/MH(w-v;)') = (-1)dimP(dimlP'+1) = (-1)-(v;,w)(vi,w). 

Since s,p£](v)' does not meet MH(v) x MH(w)', 

Pl3* (Pi2 [w(~.P£](v))] np23 [~.P£](v)J) = 0 

on MH(w)' x MH(w)'. Hence we see that 

{2.13) [evp fv;]IH.(MH(w),IC) =(vi, w) idH.(MH(w),IC) = hv;IH.(MH(w),IC)· 

{II-2) Assume that (vi,w);::: 0. We set MH(v)' := MH(v) \ 1!"(1.13~]) 
and MH(w)' := MH(w)E;,O· For IE E MH(v)', we set V := Ext1{1E,Ei)· 
We have a family of exact triangles: 

The restriction of the normal bundle (Ns.p}i](w)' /MH(v)' )w is 

Ext~ll'(Op ~ Ei,£') =Ext~(£', Op ~ Ei)v. 
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We have an exact sequence 

0-+ Oil'= HomplP'(OIP' [gJ Ei, Oil' [gJ Ei)-+ 

Ext~lP'(OIP'( -1) [gJ E, Oil' [gJ Ei)--+ Ext~lP'(£', Oil' [gJ Ei)-+ 0. 

By using this equality, we see that (2.13) also holds. 

2.2. The case where the twisted degree is zero 

Let G be an element of K(X). 

Definition 2.1. Let E E D(X) be an object such that dego(E) = 0 
and 

xc(E) = min{xa(E') > OlE' E Coh(X), dego(E') = 0}. 

E is G-twisted stable, if 

(i) Hi(E) = 0, i =/= 0 and H 0 (E) is G-twisted stable, or 
(ii) Hi(E) = 0, i =/= -1 and H-1 (E) is G-twisted stable. 

Let Mji(v) be the moduli space of G-twisted stable complex E with 
v(E) = v. 

Remark 2.1. If (ii) holds, then 

x(H-1 (E)) = max{xa(E') <OlE' E Coh(X), dego(E') = 0}. 

Let Ei, i = 1, ... , n be a collection of G-twisted stable vector bundles 
with deg0 (Ei) = xc(Ei) = 0 and (v(Ei) 2 ) = -2. Assume that Ei 
satisfies Condition 2. By using Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, we also obtain the 
same assertions as in Lemma 1.10. Hence we also get an action of the 
Lie algebra associated to Ei, i = 1, ... , n. 

§3. Examples 

3.1. Stable sheaves on a K3 surface 

3.1.1. Example 1. Let X be a K3 surface and Han ample divisor 
on X. Let G be a J.L-semi-stable vector bundle with respect to H such 
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that (v(G)2 ) = 0. Assume that G = ffi~=O E?a;, where Ei is a G-twisted 
stable vector bundle such that 

deg(Ei) deg(G) 

rkEi rkG ' 

xa(Ei) = xa(G) = o. 
rkEi rkG 

(3.1) 

By [0-Y, Thm. 0.1], v(Eo), v(E1), ... , v(En) generate a lattice of affine 
type. We may assume that a0 = 1. We set 

l := min{dega(E) >OlE E Coh(X)}. 

We set Vi := v(Ei), i = 0, 1, ... , n. Let g be the affine Lie algebra 
associated with Vi, i = 0, 1, ... , nand g the finite Lie algebra associated 
with Vi, i = 1, ... , n. Let i) be the Cartan subalgebra of g. For a root 
a, go: denotes the root space of a. () := I:~=l aivi denotes the highest 
root of g. Then g has the following standard expression: 

g = C[t, r 1] ® g EB <Cc EB <Cd. 

The Chevalley generator of g is 

(3.2) eVi = 1@ ev; l !vi = 1 @e-Vil hv; = 1 @ hv; 1 ~ i ~ n, 
n 

(3.3) evo = t ® e-1;1, !vo = r 1 ®eo, hvo = - L: aihv; + c, 
i=l 

and d, where eo: E go:, hv; E I) and (3.2) are the Chevalley generator of 
g. Hence we get 

n 

c = Laihv;· 
i=O 

The action of don H*(MH(v),q is defined as follows: We take wE 
H*(X, Q) such that (w, v(Ei)) = Oi,o, i = 0, 1, ... , nand set 

diH.(MH(v),C) := (w, v) idH.(MH(v),IC) · 

Then we have the desired properties: 

[d, ev.J = oi,oevi, 

[d, !v.J = -oi,o/v; · 

Proposition 3.1. Assume that Ei are J.L-Stable for all i. Then we 
have an action of g on ffivEV H*(MH(v), q such that the center c acts 
as a scalar multiplication (v, v(G)), where 

V := {v E H*(X, Z)l dega(v) = l}. 
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We shall give an example of Proposition 3.1. Let C := ( -ai,j)i,j=O 
be a Cartan matrix of affine type and 6 := (a0 , a1, ... , an), ai E Z>o 
the primitive vector with oC = 0. Let (X, H) be a polarized K3 surface 
such that 

(i) Pic(X) = EB~=O z~i, (~i,~j) = -ai,j + 2ra and 
(ii) H = I:~=O ai~i, where r, a E Z>o· 

For an existence of (X, H), see [0-Y, sect. 3]. We set Vi:= r + ~i + ap, 
where r E H 0 (X, Z) = Z, ~i E NS(X), p E H 4 (X, Z) and fx p = 1. 
Then 

(i) ((vi,Vj))i,j=O = -C, 
(ii) deg(vi) = (~i, H) = 2ra(I:~=O ai) and 

(iii) v := Li aivi is a primitive isotropic Mukai vector. 

Lemma 3.2. There is a vector bundle Ei with v(Ei) =Vi which is 
J-L-stable with respect to H. 

Proof. Since (vr) = -2, Proposition 7.1 in appendix implies that 
there is a semi-stable sheaf Ei with v(Ei) = Vi· For a coherent sheaf 
F, we set c1(F) := Li Xi~i· Then deg(F) = (Li xi)2ra(I:i ai)· Since 
rk Ei = r and deg Ei = 2ra(I:i ai) for all i, if 

deg(F) _ deg(Ei) _ (""' ·) 
rkF - rkK - 2a ~a,' 

2 i 

then rkF = (l::ixi)r 2: rkEi. Therefore Ei is J-L-stable. Q.E.D. 

We set G := EB~=O EjBai. Then (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that (3.1) holds. 
We set w := (r(I:i Xi)- 1) + Li Xi~i + bp, Xi, bE Z. Then 

dega(w) = min{dega(E) >OlE E Coh(X)}, 

where G E MH(v). Hence applying Proposition 3.1, we have an action 
of g on ffiwEW H*(MH(w), C), where 

W := { W = ~Xi Vi - 1 +bpi Xi, bE Z} · 

3.1.2. Example 2. Let G be a vector bundle such that rkG = (H2 ) 

and c1(G) = H. For a Mukai vector v := (1 + (D,H))- D + ap, 
D E NS(X), a E Z, we get 

dega(v) =(H,H)(-D,H)- (1 + (D,H))(-H,H) 

(3.4) =(H, H) 

=min{ dega(E') > OlE' E Coh(X)}. 
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Let cl,c2,····Cn be irreducible (-2)-curves on X. We set Vi := 
(Ci,H)- Ci. 

Lemma 3.3. There is a stable vector bundle Ei with v(Ei) = Vi· 
Moreover if H = nH' and (Ci, H') < 2(n -1)(H'2), then Ei is p,-stable. 

Proof By Proposition 7.1, there is a semi-stable sheaf Ei with 
v(Ei) = vi. We shall show that Ei is stable. Let ffi;=l Ei,j be the 
Jordan-Holder grading of Ei with respect to the Gieseker stability. We 
set v(Ei,j) := rj - Dj + ajp, rj E Z, Dj E NS(X), aj E Z. Then 
(Dj, H)/ri = 1 and ai/ri = 0. Hence (Dj, H) > 0 and (v(Ei,j)2) = 
(DJ) ~ -2, which implies that Dj is effective. By our assumption on 
Ci, s = 1. Thus Ei is stable. Assume that H = nH' and (Ci, H') < 
2(n- 1)(H'2). Let ffi;=l Ei,j be the Jordan-Holder grading of Ei with 
respect to the p,-stability. We set v(Ei,j) := rj - Dj + djP· Then 
rj = (Dj, H) = n(Dj, H'), and hence (Dj, H') > 0. By the sta
bility of Ei,j, (v(Ei,j)2) = (DJ) - 2rjaj ~ -2. By the Hodge in-

dex theorem, (Dj, H')2 ~ (DJ)(H' 2 ). If aj > 0, then we see that 

(Ci, H') > (Dj, H') ~ 2(n-1)(H'2). Therefore aj ::=:; 0. Since L:j aj = 0, 
aj = 0 for all j. Since Ei is stable, s = 1. Thus Ei is p,-stable. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 3.4. Assume that there are p,-stable sheaves Ei with 
v(Ei) =Vi. Then we have an action of the Lie algebra g associated to 
ci, i = 1, 2, ... 'n on ffivEV H*(MH(v), q, where 

V := {v = (1 + (D, H))- D + apjD E Pic(X), a E Z}. 

We shall give an example. Let 1r : X ----. JP'1 be an elliptic K3 surface 
with a section Co. Let C1, ... , Cn be smooth ( -2)-curves on fibers of 
7r. We set Vi := (Ci, H) - ci, i = 0, 1, ... 'n. Then ((vi, Vj)i,j) = 
((Ci, Cj)i,j)· We assume that (Ci, Cj) ::=:; 1. Hence we get an action of 
the Lie algebra generated by ci,o ::=:; i ::=:;non ffivEVH*(MH(v),C), 
where 

V := {v = (1 + (D, H))- D + apjD E NS(X), a E Z}. 

3.1.3. Example 3. We give examples of Subsection 2.2. Let G = 
ffi~=o E:/'a; beaG-twisted semi-stable sheaf with isotropic Mukai vector 
and Ei, i = 0, 1, ... , n, G-twisted stable vector bundles with (3.1). We 
set vi := v(Ei)· Then we see that 

{xa(w)iw E v(D(X)),deg0 (w) = 0} 

={xa(w)iw = LXiVi + yp} 
i 

=Z(v(G),p). 
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Hence we have .an action of g on ffiwEW H*(Mji(w), C), where 

w := { w = :~:::>iVi +PI Xi E Z}. i 
We give another example of the action. Let n : X -+ JP>1 be the elliptic 
K3 surface in Example 2. Let G be an element of K(X) with v(G) = 
(H, f)- f. We set vv := (H, Co+D)- (Co+D). Then deg0 (v) = 0 and 
xa(v) = -(l+(D, f)). We assume that Ei are G-twisted stable (or more 
strongly J.t-stable). Let g' be the Lie algebra generated by C1, ... , Cn. 
By the remarks in Subsection 2.2, we can construct an action of g' on 
ffiDE'D H*(Mji(vv), C), where 

V :={DE NS(X)I Dis an effective divisor with (D, f)= 0}. 

3.2. Stable sheaves on an Enriques surface 
Let X be an Enriques surface and 1r : Y -+ X be the covering 

K3 surface of X. Assume that X contains a smooth (-2) curve C. 
Let C' be a connected component of n-1 (C). Let H' be an ample 
divisor on Y and set H := n*(H'). Then His an ~;~.mple divisor on X 
with (H, C) = 2(H', C'). We take a semi-stable sheaf E' on Y with 
v(E') = (H', C') - C'. E' is a rigid vector bundle. If H' is sufficiently 
ample, then Lemma 3.3 implies that E' is j.t-stable. 

Proposition 3.5. We set E := n*(E'). Then Eisa J.t-stable vector 
bundle with the Mukai vector (H, C) - C which satisfies E ® Kx ~ E 
and 

{
Hom(E,E) = C 

Ext1(E, E) = 0 

Ext2 (E,E) =C. 

If there is a configuration of ( -2)-curves, then as in the K3 surface 
case, we have an action of the Lie algebra associated to (-2)-curves on 
ffivEV H*(MH(v), C), where 

V := {v = (1 + (D,H)) + D + apiD E NS(X),a -1/2 E Z}. 

§4. Actions associated to purely !-dimensional exceptional 
sheaves 

4.1. Purely !-dimensional sheaves 
In this section, we shall consider Lie algebra actions associated to 

purely !-dimensional exceptional sheaves such as line bundles on ( -2)
curves. Unfortunately we cannot construct the action for the moduli 
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spaces of stable torsion free sheaves in general. Instead, we can con
struct it for the moduli spaces of purely !-dimensional sheaves. In some 
cases, the moduli spaces of stable torsion free sheaves are deformation 
equivalent to moduli spaces of purely !-dimensional sheaves. In this 
sense, we have an action for the moduli spaces of stable torsion free 
sheaves. This will be explained in 4.3. We also explain a partial result 
on the moduli spaces of stable torsion free sheaves in 4.4. 

Let (X, H) be a pair of a smooth projective surface X and an ample 
divisor H on X. 

Definition 4.1. (Y4] Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0. 
A purely !-dimensional sheaf E is G-twisted stable, if 

xa(F) < xa(E) 
(c1 (F),H) (c1 (E), H) 

for all proper subsheaves F(=l 0) of E. 

We have the following result whose proof is similar to Lemma 1.1. 

Lemma 4.1. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0 and 
Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s, be purely 1-dimensional G-twisted stable sheaves with 
xa(Ei) = 0. Let E be a purely 1-dimensional G-twisted stable sheaf with 

(4.1) xa(E) = min{xa(E') >OlE' E Coh(X),rkE' = 0} 

orE= Cp, P EX with the condition (4.1). 

(1) Then every non-trivial extension 

0 -t E1 -t F -t E -t 0 

defines a G-twisted stable sheaf. 
(2) Let Vi be a subspace ofHom(Ei, E). Then¢: ffi:=l Vi @Ei -t 

E is injective or surjective. Moreover, 
(2-1) if¢ : ffi:=l Vi@ Ei -t E is injective, then the cokernel 

is a G-twisted stable purely 1-dimensional sheaf or Cp, 
PEX, 

(2-2) if¢ : ffi:=l Vi @ Ei -t E is surjective, then ker ¢ is G
twisted stable. 

Lemma 4.2. Let G be an element of K(X) with rkG > 0 and 
Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , s, be purely 1-dimensional G-twisted stable sheaves with 
xa(Ei) = 0. Let E be a purely 1-dimensional G-twisted stable sheaf with 

(4.2) xa(E) = max{xa(E') <OlE' E Coh(X), rkE' = 0}. 
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(1) Then every non-trivial extension 

defines a G-twisted stable sheaf. 
(2) Let Vi be a subspace ofHom(E, Ei). Then¢ : E --+ EB:=l Viv Q9 

Ei is injective or surjective. Moreover, 
(2-1) if¢ : E --+ EB:=l Viv Q9 Ei is injective, then the cokernel 

is a G-twisted stable purely 1-dimensional sheaf or Cp, 
PEX, 

(2-2) if ¢ : E --+ EB:=l Viv Q9 Ei is surjective, then ker ¢ is 
G-twisted stable. 

Remark 4.1. We set 

d := min{xa(E') > OjE' E Coh(X),rkE' = 0}. 

For a purely !-dimensional sheaf E with xa(E) = d, E is G-twisted 
stable if and only if xa(F) ~ 0 for all proper subsheaves F of E. Thus 
the G-twisted stability does not depend on the choice of H. 

Definition 4.2. For a complex IE with rk(IE) = 0, we set 

v(IE) := (c1(IE),x(IE)) E H 2 (X,Z) x Z. 

We define a pairing of Vi := (~i, ai) E H 2 (X, Z) x Z, i = 1, 2 by 

Then the Riemann-Roch theorem says that 

x(IE, JF) = -(v(IE), v(JF)) 

for IE, lF E D(X) with rk(IE) = rk(JF) = 0. We set p := v(Cp) = (0, 1). 

Definition 4.3. Let IE E D(X) be an object such that rk(IE) = 0 
and 

xa(IE) = min{xa(IE') > OjiE' E D(X), rk(IE') = 0}. 

IE is G-twisted stable, if 

(i) Hi(IE) = 0, i =f 0 and H 0 (IE) is G-twisted stable, or 
(ii) Hi(JE) = 0, i =f -1 and H-1(1E) is G~twisted stable. 

Let Mji ( v) be the moduli space of G-twisted stable complexes IE with 
v(IE) = v. 
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Let Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , n be G-twisted stable purely !-dimensional 
sheaves such that xa(Ei) = 0, Ei ® Kx ~ Ei and (v(Ei)2 ) = -2. We 
set Vi := v(Ei)· Let lJ be the Lie algebra associated to Ei, i = 1, ... , n. 
By using Lemma 4.1, 4.2, we get the following similar results to the 
results in Section 2. 

Proposition 4.3. For any IE E Mj;(v+ Ei Xivi), Xi E Z, we assume 
that 

xa(IE) = min{xa(IE') > OIIE' E D(X), rkiE' = 0} 

and IE satisfies Condition 1. Then we have an action of g on 
ffix;EZ H*(Mj;(v + Ei XiVi), C). 

Let C be an irreducible ( -2)-curve on X. If G = Ox, then Od( -1) 
is a stable sheaf with x( Oc ( -1)) = 0. Then we can apply Proposition 
4.3. 

Lemma 4.4. Let X be a 9 point blow-up of JP>2 and assume that 
1- Kxl contains a reducible curve Y = E~=O aiCi, where Ci are smooth 
(-2)-curves. Then every G-twisted stable purely 1-dimensional sheaf E 
with ( c1 (E), K x) < 0 satsifies Condition 1. 

Proof. Assume that there is a non-zero map 'lj; : E --t E(Kx) = 
E(-Y). By the homomorphism Ox(-Y) --t Ox, we have a homo
morphism E(-Y) --t E, which is isomorphicon Supp(E) \ Y =1- 0. If 
E --t E(-Y) --t E is a zero map, then F := '!j;(E)(-Kx) satisfies 
Supp(F(Kx)) c Y and 

xa(E) xa(F(Kx)) 
(c1(E),H) < (c1(F),H) . 

On the other hand, since F is a proper subsheafof E, we have 

xa(F) < xa(E) 
(c1(F),H) (c1(E),H). 

Since (Ci,Kx) = 0, we get (cl(F),Kx) 
xa(F(Kx)) = xa(F). Then we get 

xa(E) < xa(E) 
( c1 (E), H) ( c1 (E), H)" 

0. This means that 

This is a contradiction. Therefore E --t E(-Y) --t E is a non-zero 
map. Then by using the stability of E and (Div(E), Y) > 0, we get a 
contradiction. Hence we conclude that Hom(E,E(Kx)) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 4.5. Under the assumption in Lemma 4.4, 
action of the affine Lie algebra associated to Ci, 0 ::::; 
EBDED H*(MH((D, 1)), q, where 

V :={DE NS(X)f(D,Kx) < 0}. 

we have an 
< n on 

Proposition 4.6. Let Ci, i = 0, 1, ... , n be a configuration of 
smooth ( -2)-curves of ADE or affine type such that Kx is trivial in 
a neighbouhood of ui ci and ( ci' Cj) ::::; 1 for i =I= j. Let D : = L~=O bi ci' 
bi > 0 be an effective divisor such that (D2 ) = -2 and m an integer. 
Then there is a G-twisted stable sheaf E with ( c1 (E), x(E)) = ( D, m) 
for a general ( H, G). 

Proof. If n = 0, then D = C0 and obviously the claim holds. 
Hence we may assume n > 0 and UiCi is connected. We set vi := 
v(Oci ( -1)). We first show that MH(P+ Li bivi) =/= 0. Assume that there 
is a stable sheaf E such that Supp(E) c UiCi. Since Kx is trivial in a 
neighbourhood of UiCi, Ext2 (E, E) ~ Hom(E, E 0 Kx) v = <C. Hence 
we see that (c1 (E) 2 ) 2: -2 and the equality holds when Ext1 (E, E)= 0. 
In particular MH(P + Li bivi) is smooth. Let Rvi be the ( -2)-reflection 
defined by Vi and W the Weyl group generated by Rvi, i = 0, 1, ... , n. 
Then by the action of W, we have an isomorphism MH(P + Li bivi)----+ 
MH(P + Vj) for some j. Obviously MH(P + vj) = {Ocj}. Therefore 
MH(P + Li bivi) =/= 0. 

We shall treat the general cases. Since Kx is trivial in a neighbou
hood of UiCi, by using [Y4, Prop. 2.7], we see that the non-emptyness 
of Mjj ( v) does not depend on the choice of a general ( H, G). There is 
a divisor C such that (C, D) = 1. Indeed we take an element w E W 
such that w(D) = Ci for some i. Then 1 = (Cj,Ci) = (w(Cj),D) for a 
j. Let E be a stable sheaf with (c1 (E), x(E)) = (D, 1). Then E(nC) is 
a Ox(nC)-twisted stable sheaf with x(E(nC)) = 1 + n. Therefore our 
claim holds for general cases. 

Q.E.D. 

Example 4.1. Let Y be a germ of a rational double point and 1r : 

X ----+ Y the minimal resolution. Let H be a n-ample divisor on X. Let 
ci, i = 1, 2, ... 'n be irreducible components of the exceptional divisor. 
We set Vi := v(Oc,(-1)). Let fJ be the Lie algebra associated to Ci. 
We note that Kx ~Ox. For a coherent sheaf Eon X with a compact 
support, we can define the stability with respect to H. For a stable sheaf 
E with v(E) = p+ Li nivi, dimExt1 (E, E)= ((p+ Li nivi) 2 )+2. Hence 
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we get 

. 1 ( ) {2, ifv=p, 
d1mExt E,E = . (("' ) 2 ) 0, 1f Lli nivi = -2. 

If v = p, then all stable sheaves are of the form C_p, P E X. Hence 
MH(P) has a coarse moduli space which is isomorphic to X. Hence 
MH(P) is smooth. If ((Li nivi)2) = -2, then the proof of Proposition 
4.6 implies that MH(P + Ei nivi) is not empty and consists of a sta
ble sheaf on the exceptional divisors. Then we have an action of g on 
E9n;EZ H*(MH(P+ Ei nivi), C). Indeed the submodule consisting of the 
middle degree homology groups is isomorphic to g. For the structure of 
MH(P + Ei nivi), we get the following: Let D = Ei niCi be an ef
fective divisor with (D2 ) = -2. Then MH(P + Ei nivi) = {OD} and 
MH(P- Ei nivi) = {OD(D)}. 

Proof of the claim: We note that x(OD) = -(D2)/2 = 1. If there 
is a quotient OD --+ oD,, then since (D'2 ) < 0, we have x(OD') = 

-(D'2)/2 ~ 1. Therefore OD is stable. We note that OD(D) is the 
derived dual of OD. By using this fact, we can easily see the stability of 
OD(D). 

Example 4.2. Let C be a germ of a curve at P and 1r : X -+ C 
an elliptic surface with a section u. Let H be a 1r ample divisor on X. 
Assume that 1r-1 (P) is reducible and consists of smooth (-2)-curves 
Ci, i = 0, 1, ... , n: 1r-1(P) = E~=o aiCi. We may assume that ao = 1 
and (u,Co) = 1. We set Vi:= v(Oc;(-1)). Then we see that MH(P+ 
Ei nivi) is smooth with 

dimMH(P + L nivi) = ((L nivi)2 ) + 2 
i i 

and MH(P+ Ei nivi) ~X, if ((Ei nivi) 2 ) = 0. We also have an action of 
affine Lie algebra g associated to Vi on E9n;EZ H*(MH(P + Ei nivi), C). 
Indeed, if (Ci, Cj) :::; 1 for all i =I= j, then the result obviously holds. If 
(Ci, Cj) = 2, then we can directly check the commutation relation (2.3). 
We set li := v(Orr-l(P)) = E~=O aivi. If Ei nivi = mli, m E Z, then 
under an identification M H (p + mli) ~ X, we have an isomorphism 

n 

H2(MH(p + mli), C) ~ C[u) EB E9 C[Ci)· 
i=l 

Let 
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be the standard expression of the affine Lie algebra, where cis the center 
of g. Then we have an exact sequence of g-modules: 

0---+ C[t, C 1) ® g---+ E9 Hmid(MH(P + L nivi), q---+ C[t, C 1)-+ 0, 
niEZ i 

where Hmid(*) is the middle degree homology group of* and C[t, t-1) 
is the g/[g, g) = Cd-module. 

4.2. Moduli of stable sheaves on elliptic surfaces 

We first collect some basic facts on the moduli spaces of stable 
sheaves on elliptic surfaces X. If Kx is not numerically trivial, then 
we do not have a good invariant of a torsion free sheaf E which is a 
suitable generalization of the Mukai vector. In these cases, we shall 
use 'Y(E) := (rk(E), c1 (E), x(E)) E H* (X, Z) as an invariant of E. If 
rkE = 0, then 'Y(E) = (0, c1(E), x(E)) is the same as the Mukai vector 
v(E) defined in Definition 4.2. We denote the moduli space of G-twisted 
stable sheaves E on X with 'Y(E) = (r, ~' x) by M~(r, ~. x). We also 

denote the moduli of G-twisted semi-stable sheaves by ~(r, ~' x). 
Let 1r : X --+ C be an elliptic surface. Let f be a smooth fiber and 

La nef and big divisor on X. Since (L, f) > 0, replacing L by L + nf, 
n > 0, we may assume that (L, C') > 0 unless C' is a ( -2)-curve in a 
fiber of 1r. Let G be a locally free sheaf on X such that rk G = r and 
( c1 (G), f) = d with gcd(r, d) = 1. We first study the stability condition, 
when the polarization is sufficiently close to f. 

Lemma 4.7. For (~,x) E NS(X) x Z with rx- (c1 (G),~) > 0, we 
take ( n, c) E Zx NS (X)® Q such that n ~ 0 and c is an ample Q-divisor 
with lei« 1. Let E be a purely 1-dimensional sheaf with v(E) = (~, x). 

(i) E is G-twisted stable with respect to L + nf + c if and only if 
for any proper subsheaf F of E, one of the following holds 

(a) 

(b) 

xc(E) > xc(F) 
(c1 (E), f) ( c1 (F), f). 

xc(E) = xc(F) xc(E) > xc(F) 
(c1(E), f) (c1 (F), f)' (c1(E), L) (c1 (F), L)" 
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(c) 

xa(E) xa(F) xa(E) xa(F) 
( c1 (E), f) = ( c1 (F), f) ' ( c1 (E), L) = ( c1 (F), L) ' 

xa(E) > xa(F) 
(c1(E),c) (c1(F),c) · 

(ii) Moreover if we assume that L + nf is ample and 
gcd((c1 (E), f), (c1 (E), L), Xa(E)) = 1, then there is no prop
erly G-twisted semi-stable sheaf E with respect to L + nf. In 
particular, E is G-twisted stable with respect to L + nf if and 
only if E is G(ry)-twisted stable with respect to L + nf + c1, 

where ry, c1 are sufficiently small Q-divisors. 

Remark 4.2. If (c1(E),f) = 0 or (c1(F),f) = 0 in the condition 
(a), we regard the inequality as (c1(F), f)xa(E)- (c1(E), F)xa(F) > 0. 
Similar conventions are used for the conditions (b) and (c). 

Proof. We note that Xa(E) = rx- (c1(G),.;) > 0. If 

xa(E)(cl(F), f)- xa(F)(cl(E), f)< 0, 

then we see that 

xa(E)(cl(F), L + nf +c)- xa(F)(cl(E), L + nf +c) 

5on(xa(E)(cl(F), f)- xa(F)(cl(E), f))+ xa(E)(c1(E), L +c). 

If xa(E)(cl(F),f)- xa(F)(c1(E),f) 2:0 and xa(F) 2:0, then 

xa(E)(c1(F), L + nf+ c)- xa(F)(cl(E), L + nf +c) 

2:n(xa(E)(cl(F), f)- xa(F)(c1(E), f)) 

xa(E) 
+ (cl(E),f) ((cl(E),f)(cl(F),L+c)- (cl(F),f)(cl(E),L+c)) 

2:n(xa(E)(cl(F), f)- xa(F)(c1(E), f))- xa(E)(c1(E), L +c). 

By using these inequalities, we can show claim (i). Moreover, if L + nf 
is ample, then the equalities 

xa(E)(c1(F), f)- xa(F)(c1(E), f)= 0, 

xa(E)(cl(F),L)- xa(F)(cl(E),L) = 0 

imply that (c1(F),f) = (c1(F),L) = xa(F) = 0 or (cl(E/F),f) = 
(c1(E/F),L) = xa(E/F) = 0. By the ampleness of L + nf, we get 
F = 0 or E j F = 0. Therefore the claim (ii) holds. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 4.3. Obviously the choice of n and e depends on (~, x). 
Lemma 4. 7 says that we have the moduli space of coherent sheaves 
satisfying conditions (a), (b), or (c). 

Under some conditions, we can interpret Lemma 4.7 in the following 
way. 

Lemma 4.8. Let E be a purely 1-dimensional sheaf with xa (E) > 0 
and (c1 (E), f) > 0. 

(1) Assume that gcd(xa(E), (c1(E), f)) = 1. Then E satisfies 
(a}, (b) or (c) in Lemma 4. 7 if and only if the following three 
conditions hold: 
(i) E does not have a non-trivial subsheaf F with (c1(F), f)= 

0 and xa(F) > 0. 
(ii) E does not have a non-trivial quotient F with (c1 (F), f) = 

0 and xa(F) :::; 0. 
(iii) For any subsheaf F of E, 

(c1(F), f)xa(E);:.::: (c1(E), f)xa(F). 

(2) Assume that gcd(xa(E), (c1(E), f), (c1(E),L)) = 1. Then E 
satisfies (a), (b) or (c) in Lemma 4. 7 if and only if the fol
lowing three conditions hold: 
(i) E does not have a non-trivial subsheaf F with (c1 (F), f) = 

(c1(F), L) = 0 and xa(F) > 0. 
(ii) E does not have a non-trivial quotient F with (c1 (F), f) = 

(c1(F), L) = 0 and xa(F) :::; 0. 
(iii) For any subsheaf F of E, 

(c1(F), L + nf)xa(E);:.::: (c1(E), L + nf)xa(F), n » 0. 

Proof. We only prove (1). , Assume that E satisfies (a), (b) or 
(c). Let F be a non-trivial subsheaf of E with (c1(F),f) = 0. Then 
0 = (c1(F), f)xa(E) :::; (c1(E), f)xa(F) implies (i). Let ¢ : E --+ F 
be a non-trivial quotient of E with ( c1 (F), f) = 0. Since ( c1 (E), f) = 
(c1 (ker ¢),f), we get xa(E) ;:_::: x(ker ¢). Thus xa(F) ;:_::: 0. If the equality 
holds, then xa(E) = x(ker¢). In this case, (b) or (c) imply that ker¢ = 
E, which is a contradiction. Therefore (ii) also holds. Since (iii) also 
holds, E satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 

Conversely we assume that E satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Let F be a 
subsheaf of E. If (a) does not hold, then (iii) and gcd(xa(E), (c1(E), f)) 
= 1 imply that (xa(F), (c1(F), f))= (xa(E), (c1(E), f)) or (0, 0). For 
the first case, E/ F satisfies xa(E/ F) = 0 and (c1(E/ F), f) = 0. By 
(ii), E/F = 0. For the second case, (b) or (c) holds. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 4.9. Let 1r: X-+ C be an elliptic surface and f a fiber of 
1r. If (D, f)= 1, then lEE MH(O, D, 1) satisfies Condition 1. 

For the proof, see [Y4, Prop. 3.18]. Let 1r-1(p) = I::~=O aiCi be 
a singular fiber of 1r such that ( Ci, Cj) :::; 1. We may assume that 
(Co, a)= ao = 1. 

Lemma 4.10. There is a G-twisted stable sheaf Eo with c1 (E0 ) = 

(r- 1)f +Co and xc(Eo) = 0. 

Proof. By Proposition 4.6, there is a G(c:)-twisted stable sheaf Eo 
with c1(Eo) = (r- 1)f +Co and xc(Eo) = 0, where E E NS(X) ® Ql 
is sufficiently small. Then Eo is G-twisted semi-stable. Assume that 
Eo is 8-equivalent to E9i Fi, where Fi are G-twisted stable sheaves 
with xc(Fi) = 0. Since Supp(Fi) does not contain a, (c1(Fi),a) 2 0. 
Since xc(Fi) = rx(Fi)- d(a,c1(Fi)), there is an integer io such that 
(a,c1(Fi0 )) =rand (a,c1(Fi)) = 0 fori=/= io. Thus Supp(Fi), i =/= i 0 

do not contain Co, which implies that ( c1 ( Fi), Co) 2 0, i =/= i 0 . Then 
we see that (cl(Fi0 )2) :::; (cl(Eo)2) + ((I:;i#io c1(Fi))2 ) < -2. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore Eo is G-twisted stable. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4.11. Let Eo be the G-twisted stable sheaf with c1 (E0 ) = 

(r- 1)f +Co and xc(Eo) = 0. We set Ei := Oci( -1), i > 0. Let 
E be a properly G-twisted semi-stable sheaf with "f(E) = (0, r f, d) and 
Supp(E) = Uf=oCi. Then E is 8-equivalent to E9i E?ai. 

Proof. Assume that E is 8-equivalent to E91 F1, where F1 are G
twisted stable sheaves with xc(Fj) = 0. If (v(Fj?l = 0, then c1(F1) = 
rjf, r1 E Z>O· Since gcd(r, d) = 1, we see that xc(Fj) =/= 0, which is 
a contradiction. Thus (v(F1)2 ) = -2 for all j. Then we can choose an 
integer i such that x( Ei, F1) = - ( c1 ( Fj), Ci) > 0, which implies that 
Hom(Ei, F1) =/= 0 or Hom(F1,Ei) =/= 0. By the stability of Ei and F1, we 
see that Ei ~ F1. Therefore E is 8-equivalent to E9i E?bi. Then we see 
that bi = ai, which implies the claim. Q.E.D. 

We take a sufficiently small Ql-divisor 17 such that (a, 17) = (!, 17) = 0 
and XG(ry)(Ei) < 0 for i > 0. Then in the same way as in [0-Y], we 

see that Y := Mi;('IJ) (0, r f, d) is a resolution of M~(O, r f, d) at E9i E?ai 
and the exceptional divisors are 

c: := { E E YJ Ext2 (E, Ei) =/= 0} ~ IP'l, i > 0 

and (CI, Cj) = (Ci, C1). 
Let g (resp. g) be the affine Lie algebra associated to Ei, i 2 0 

(resp. the finite Lie algebra associated to Ei, i 2 1). 
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Proposition 4.12. Let 1r : X ____, C be an elliptic surface with a 
section cr. Assume that {1} l = 1, or (2} X is rational or of type K3. 
We set L := cr + (1- (cr2 ))f. Let G be a locally free sheaf on X such 
that rk G = r and c1 (G) = dcr with gcd( r, d) = 1. Then g acts on 
EB(D,k)EV H*(Mf+nf+6 (0, lcr + D, k), C), where 

D is an effective divisor on fibers with } 

(lcr + D) 2 + p9 + 1 2: 0, k E Z, . 

Xc := rk- (c1(G), lcr +D)> 0, 

gcd(l, (D, cr), xc) = 1 

Moreover we also have an action of g, if gcd(l, Xc) = 1. 

Proof. We first note that Condition 1 holds, under (1) or (2) by the 
proof of [Y4, Prop. 3.18] and Lemma 4.4. We also note that (c1 (E) ± 
c1 (Ei),cr) = (c1 (E),cr) fori> 0. In our case, (4.1) does not hold, but 
if gcd(xc(E), (c1 (E), f), (c1 (E), cr)) = 1, then by using Lemma 4.8, we 
see that the statements in Lemma 4.1 still hold, where E 1 in Lemma 
4.1 corresponds to Ei, i > 0. Hence we get our claim for g. Moreover 
if gcd(xc(E), (c1 (E), f)) = 1, then we can apply the results in Lemma 
4.1 for E 0 . Therefore our claim also holds for g. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 4.13. Under the same notations as above, the Poincare 
polynomial P(Mf+nJ+6 (0, lcr + D, k)) is W(g)-invariant: 

P(Mf+nf+c(O, w(lcr +D), k)) = P(Mf+nf+6 (0, lcr + D, k)), wE W(g), 

where W(g) is the Weyl group of g. 

Let X be a rational elliptic surface with a singular fiber of type E~1). 
As we shall see in Subsection 4.3, Mf+nf+6 (0, lcr + D, k) is related to 
a moduli space of torsion free sheaves. In [MNWV], [Y1] and [Iq], it is 
observed that the Eular characteristic of Mf+nf+6 (0, lcr + D, k) is Weyl 
group invariant. Proposition 4.12 gives an explanation of this invariance. 

4.3. Moduli of stable sheaves on rational elliptic surfaces 

Let 1r : X ____, lP'1 be a rational elliptic surface with a section cr. Then 
there is a family of elliptic surfaces if : X ____, lP'j, over a smooth curve T 
such that 

(i) Xt 0 ~X, toE T, 
(ii) there is a section (j of if with (ito = cr and 

(iii) for a general point t E T, Xt is a nodal elliptic surface, that 
is, all singular fibers are irreducible nodal curves. 
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Let T0 be the open subset of T consisting of nodal elliptic surfaces. Re
placing T by a suitable covering ofT, we may assume that Pic( X /T) ~ 
R 2¢* (Z) is a trivial local system, where ¢ : X -+ T is the projection. 
Hence there is a relatively ample Q-divisor 1i on X. Moreover, by adding 
mu + nf, we may assume that 1i = nf + mu + c, c E (Qu + Qf)J., 
n » m » l(c2 )1, whereweusethe identification R 2¢*Z ~ H 2 (X,Z). For 
positive integers r, d with gcd(r, d) = 1, we take a vector bundle G of rank 
rand c1 (G) = du on X. We set --y := (r, ~, x) E R*¢*Z. Then we have 

a family of moduli spaces of semi-stable sheaves 1./J: Mfx,rt)/T('y) -+ T, 
which is smooth on the locus of stable sheaves. For the existence of 
stable sheaves, see Appendix 7.3. 

From now on, we assume that --y = (0, ~, x), where~= lu + kf + D, 
l > 0, gcd(Z, (~, u), rx-(c1(G), ~)) = 1 and (D, f)= (D, u) = 0. We take 
a sufficiently small Q-divisor 7] such that XG(ry) ( Oc; ( -1)) < 0 for all i > 
0. We set Y := Mcc;:'!ft)/T(O, ru, d). Then Yt, t E Tare smooth projective 
surfaces isomorphic to Xt. Hence Y -+ T is a smooth morphism. We 
have an isomorphism Y xrTo ~X xrTo over T0 (cf. [Y4]). Let 1i' be a 
relatively ample Q-divisor on Y whose restriction to Y x T To corresponds 
to a divisor mu+nf+c' on XxrT0 , where c1 E (Qu+Qf)J. is sufficiently 
small. By Lemma 4.7, we have an isomorphism 

c . Me ( ) MG( -o:') ( ) 
<, • (XxrTo,H 1q,-l(To))/To "Y -t (XxrTo,ma+nf)/To "Y · 

By our assumption, there is a universal family [on X xrY- We consider 
a family of Fourier-Mukai transforms <Pf~ ... y : D(X) -+ D(Y). If rx
( c1 (G),~) > 0, then <Pf ..... y o ~ induces a birational map 

G ( ) G'v ( ') (: M(X,H)/T "'( ... -t M(Y,H')/T "'( 

which is an isomorphism over To, where G' := <P~~1(0a) and--y' := 
ev[l] <Px._,y('Y) (see [Y4, Thm. 3.13, Rem. 3.1]). Let Z be the graph of this 

birational correspondence. Then the cycle [Z]t0 induces an isomorphism 
of the homology groups 

via the convolution product. Let Ei, i = 0, 1, ... , n be G-twisted stable 
sheaves on X in Section 4.2. We set Y := Yto and 

p :=<P~~ y (Cx) E K(Y), x EX 
<'1-to---+ to 

ui :=<P;~ y (Ei) E K(Y), i = 0, 1, ... , n. 
to---+ to 
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Th "n _ n;. £~ (ffin EE!)a;) _ If' y B p "t" en L....i=O aiui - '*" Xta--+Yta Wi=O i - "--y, y E . y ropos1 10n 
4.12, we get the following: 

Proposition 4.14. We have an action ofg on the homology groups 

E9 H*(Mj{v ('y(lG' + L niUi + kp))), ni E Q, 
ni,k i 

where Li niui E K(Y), H is sufficiently close to f, lxa(Oa) + kr > 0 
and gcd(l, rn0 , kr) = 1. Moreover ifgcd(l, kr) = 1, then we have an 
action of g. 

Proof. We note that (ci(Li niui), O") =nor and xa(lOa + kCx) = 
kr mod l. Hence the claim holds. Q.E.D. 

4.4. Moduli of stable vector bundles on an ADE-type con
figuration. 

In this subsection, we explain a relation with a paper by Nakajima 
[N2]. Let X be a smooth projective surface containing an ADE-type 
configuration of smooth rational curves Ci, i = 1, 2, ... , n, that is, the 
intersection matrix ( ( Ci, Ci )i,i) is of type AD E. Assume that there is 
a nef and big divisor H such that (Ci, H)= 0 for all Ci. 

For ~ E NS(X) and d ~ 0, we set 

B(t;,d) := { x E E9f=1ZCil (x2 ) + 2(~,x) + d ~ 0}. 

Since ffi~=l ZCi is negative definite, B(t;,d) is a finite set. Let r be 
a positive integer such that 2r > (x2 ) + 2(~,x) + d for all x E B(t;,d)· 

Assume that there is an integer xo such that d = (e)+2rxo -r(Kx, ~)+ 
(r2 + 1)x(Ox). 

Definition 4.4. Let MH(r,~+y,x)~.t, y E E9~=1 ZCi,X E Z be 
the moduli space of JL-stable sheaves E with respect to H such that 
'"Y(E) = (r, ~ + y, x). 

MH(r, ~ + y, x)~.t is contained in a moduli space of JL-stable sheaves 
with respect to an ample divisor H' which is sufficiently close to H. If 
gcd(r, (~,H))= 1, then MH(r, ~ + y, x)~.t is projective. We assume that 
Condition 1 holds for all E E MH(r, ~ + y, x)~.t, y E ffi~=l ZCi, X E Z. 
Then MH(r,~ + y,x)~.t, y E ffi~=l ZCi,X E Z is a smooth scheme of 
dimension (y2 ) + 2(~, y) + d + 2r(xo- x) + q, q = dimH1 (X, Ox), if it 
is not empty. 

Lemma 4.15. (i) MH(r, ~ + x, xo)~.t, x E B(t;,d) consists of 
locaUy free sheaves. 
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(ii) H 1(Ci, E1cJ = 0 for all E E MH(r, e + x, Xo)~', x E B(f.,d)· 

Proof. We prove the second claim. The proof of the first one is 
similar. If H 1(Ci, E1cJ =/= 0, then there is a surjective homomorphism 
¢: E -t Oc;(-1- k), k > 0. By our assumption onE, F := ker¢ is a 
J.t-stable sheaf with 7(F) =!'(E) - (0, Ci, -k). Then we have 

dimMH(/'(F)) =((x- Ci)2 ) + 2(e, x- Ci) + d- 2rk + q 

<2r + q- 2rk ::::; q. 

This is impossible. Hence the claim holds. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 4.16. Let E be an element of MH(r,e + x,xo)~", x E 
B(f.,d)· For a subspace V c Hom(E, Oc; ( -1)), ¢: E -t vv 0 Oc;( -1) 
is surjective and ker ¢ is a J.t-stable locally free sheaf with the Chern 
character ch(F) = ch(E) ~(dim V)(O, Ci, 0). 

We set 

(n) ·- { v I E E MH(r, e + x, xo)'"' dim u = n} 
l.l3oo;(-l)(r, e + x, Xo) .- (E, U ) uv c Hom(E, Oc; ( -1)) 

and define operators ei, fi, hi. Then we have the following which is due 
to Nakajima [N2, sect. 5]. 

Proposition 4.17. Let g be a finite Lie algebra generated by Oc; ( -1). 
Then g acts on ffixEB H*(MH(r, e +x, Xo)~"), provided that the mod-

<~.d) 

uli spaces are non-empty. 

Remark 4.4. In order to compare the correspondence in Theorem 
2.1, we need to set IF:= E[1] (cf. (1.10)). 

Example 4.3. Let 1r : X -t JP'1 be an elliptic K3 surface with a 
section u. Let f be a fiber of 1r. Then H := u + tf, t ~ 0 is a nef 
and big divisor on X. Let Ci, i = 1, 2, ... , n be ( -2)-curves contracted 
by mH. Assume that gcd(r, (e, f)) = 1. Then for y E NS(X) with 
(y, f) = 0 and k E Z, 

{ 
E is a torsion free sheaf with } 

MH(r, e + y, x)~' := E !'(E) = (r, e + y, X) such that . 

E1.,..-1(p) is stable for a point p E JP'1 

In particular, MH(r, e+y, x)~" is projective and coincides with MH'(r, e+ 
y, x) where H' is an ample divisor which is sufficiently close to H. 
Therefore MH(r, e + y, x)'" is not empty, provided the expected di
mension is non-negative (cf. [Y2]). We set A. := (e, f). Then since 
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((~ + J.L/) 2 ) = (e) + 2A.J.t, we can find xo E Z and J.t E Z such that 
d = ((~ +J.Lf)2 ) + 2rxo + (r2 + 1)x(Ox). Thus replacing~ by~+ J.tf, 
we can find a desired Xo· Therefore all the requirements are satisfied 
and we have an action of finite Lie algebra. By Corollary 7.4, a similar 
result holds for a rational elliptic case. 

Remark 4.5. Let X--+ e be an elliptic surface in Proposition 4.12. 
We use the same notations. Let t: be the universal family on Y x X. 
Then we have a Fourier-Mukai transform q>f_,y : D(X) --+ D(Y). We 
set G' := q>f_,y(Oa)· Let{:= a+D with (!,D)= 0 be an effective 
divisor such that (e) = (a2 ). Assume that 

n 

2(~,x) + (x2 ) < 2r for all x E ffizei. 
i=l 

For a G-twisted stable sheaf E E Mjf(O,~+x, x), Eenr*(L) E Mjf(O, ~+ 
x,x), L E Pic0 (e). Since (E®7r*(L))ia/(torsion) = (Eia/(torsion))®L, 
we get (~+x)2 +1+p9 =dimMjf(O,~+x,x)?: dimPic0 (e) =g(e). 
Since (~ + x)2 + 1 + p9 = (~ + x)2 + g(e) + x(Ox) and (e) = (a2 ) = 
-x(Ox), we get 2(~,x) + (x2 )?: 0. Assume that E E Mjf(o,~ + x,x) 
contains the sheaf Eo in Lemma 4.10. By the choice of H, E/Eo is 
a G-twisted stable sheaf with (~,c1 (E/Eo)) + (c1(E/E0 ) 2 ) = (~,x + 
Ei>O aiei) + ((x + Ei>O aiei)2 ) - 2r < 0, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore E E Mjf (0, ~ + x, x) does not contain E0 . We also see that E 
does not contain [l{x}xY, x EX. Then we have Hom(£1{x}xY, E) = 0 
for all x E X. By the proof of [Y4, Thm. 3.13), q>f_,y induces an 
isomorphism Mjf(O,~+x,x) ~ Mjf'v (r,e,x'), where rx-d(~+x,a) > 
0, (c1(G'),j) = (e,J) and ((~+x)2 ) = (e2)-2rx'-r(Kx,0+r2 x(Ox). 
Moreover q>f_,y(Oc;(-1)) ~ Oc~(ki) for some ki with Xa,v(Oc~(ki)) = 

0. The action of g generated by q>~v_,y(Oc; ( -1)) is similar to th~ action 
in this section. Indeed if ( ( ei, ei )i,j) is of type Es, then there is a divisor 
D' = E~=l bie: such that r(D', en= -(cl(G'), en= r(ki + 1). Then 
replacing [ be [ ® Oy (-D'), we may assume that ki = -1 for all i > 0. 

Remark 4.6. Let Y be a projective surface with rational double 
points as singularities and H' an ample Cartier divisor on Y. Assume 
that there is a morphism 1r : X --+ Y which gives the minimal resolution 
and H = 1r-1(H'). For simplicity, we assume that there is a unique 
singular point p E Y. Let Z := 1r-1(p) be the fundamental cycle. For 
E E MH(r,~ + x,x)i'', we have an exact sequence 

(4.3) 0--+E'--+E--+F--+0 
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such that F is a successive extensions of Oc; ( -1) and Hom(E', Oc; ( -1)) 
= 0, i = 1, 2, ... , n. Then we have E(c; ~ Oc; (1 )ffia; EB O~~i. For all Ci, 
there is an exact sequence · 

0 --+ G -:.... Oz --+ Oc; --+ 0, 

where G is a successive extensions of Oc; ( -1) ( cf. Example 4.1). Hence 
we see that H 1(Z,E(z) = 0. Then we see that R11r*(E') = 0. Since 

R 11r*F = 0, we get that 1r*(E) ~ 1r*(E') and R 11r*(E) ~ R 11r*(E') = 0. 
Therefore we have a morphism 

7r*: MH(r,~+x,x)P- --+ Mw(r,~+x,x)P-
E f-+ 1r*(E), 

where Mw (r, ~ +x, x)P- is the moduli space of J.t-stable sheaves on Y. By 
this morphism, we have a contraction of the Brill-Noether locus. We can 
also show that R 11r*(E'v) = 0 and E(z is generated by global sections. 
Thus 1r * (E) ~ 1r * ( E') is a reflexive sheaf and E' is a full sheaf. Hence 
the local structure of this contraction map is an example of the studies 
of Ishii [Il],[I2]. More generally, for each moduli space MH(r, ~' x)P-, let 
MH(r, ~' x)# be the open subset consisting of E such that E is locally 
free, Condition 1 holds and R 11r*(E) = R 11r*(Ev) = 0. Then we see that 
H 1(Ci, E 1cJ = H 1(Ci, E~) = 0 for all i and Corollary 4.16 holds. Since 
Rj7r*(Oc;('--1)) = 0 for all j and £xthx(Oc;(-1),0x) ~ Oc;(-1), 
ker¢ in Corollary 4.16 belongs to MH(r,~- (dim V)Ci,X)#. Therefore 
we also have similar claims for MH(r, c x)#. 

§5. Equivariant sheaves 

In this section, we give a remark for the moduli of equivariant 
sheaves. Let G be a finite group acting on X. Let Eo be an irreducible 
G-sheaf of dimension 0, i.e. Eo does not have a non-trivial G-subsheaf. 
Then Hom(E0 , E0 ) 0 = C. 

Lemma 5.1. Let Eo be an irreducible G-sheaf of dimension 0. Let 
E be a torsion free (resp. purely 1-dimensional) G-sheaf. 

(1) Then every non-trivial extension 

0 --+ E --+ F --+ Eo --+ 0 

defines a torsion free (resp. purely 1-dimensional) G-sheaf. 
(2) Let V be a subspace of Hom(E, Eo). Then 1>: E--+ vv 0 Eo 

is surjective. Moreover, ker¢ is a torsion free (resp. purely 
1-dimensional) G-sheaf. 
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Let H be a G-equivariant line bundle on X which is ample. 

Definition 5.1. A G-sheaf E is p,-stable, if E is torsion free and 

( Cl (F)' H) -'--( C.=...:l (,_,_E-'--') ,_H--'-) ...:..___;_..:...,__..;.. < -
rkF rkE 

for all G-subsheaf F of E with 0 < rkF < rkE. 

For a G-sheaf E on X, v(E) denotes the class of E in K 0 (X). 
For avE K 0 (X), MH(v)ll- is the moduli of p,-stable G-sheaves E with 
v(E) = v. Assume that 

Ext2(E,E)0 -+ H 2(X, Ox)0 

is an isomorphism for any E E MH(v)ll-. We set 

(v(E),v(F)) := -G-x(E,F) =- ~)-l)idimExti(E,F)0 . 
i 

Let E 1 , E 2, ... , Es be a configuration of irreducible G-sheaves of dimen
sion 0 such that 

Ei®Kx ~Ei, 

Ext1(Ei,Ei)0 = 0. 

Then v(Ei) are ( -2)-vectors. We set 

~};:)(v) := {(E, uv)IE E MH(v)11-, uv c Hom(E[l],Ei[l]), dimU = n} 

and define operators ei, Ji, hi. Then we have an action of the Lie algebra 
g generated by v(EI), v(E2), ... , v(Es) on ffiv H*(MH(v)ll-, C). 

Remark 5.1. Assume that X = JP'2 = C2 U €00 with an action of 
a Klein group G C SL(C2 ). Let W be a G-vector space. We consider 
the moduli of framed G-sheaves (E, <P), where E is a torsion free G
sheaf on lP'2 and <P : EIRoo -+ 0 Roo ® W is a G-isomorphism. This is an 
example of Nakajima's quiver variety and we have an action of affine Lie 
algebra associated to G on the homology groups [N2]. In this case, 
we set (v(E), v(F)) := -G-x(E, F( -€00 )) and we use the vanishing 
Ext2 ( E, E -+ ( 0 Roo ® W EB Ei)) = 0 to show the smoothness of ~};:). 

§6. Perverse coherent sheaves on a resolution of rational dou
ble points 

6.1. Perverse coherent sheaves 

In this section, we shall give examples of the action of affine Lie 
algebras on the moduli of stable perverse coherent sheaves. Let X be a 
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smooth projective surface and 1r : X --+ Y a birational map such that 
R7r*(Ox) = Oy. We first recall perverse coherent sheaves introduced 
by Bridgeland [Bl]. 

Definition 6.1. (Bl] Let Per(X/Y) be the subcategory of D(X) 
such that an object E E D(X) belongs to Per(X/Y) if and only if 

(i) Hi(E) = 0 for i =1- -1, 0, 
(ii) 7r*(H-1(E)) = 0 and R11r*(H0 (E)) = 0, 

(iii) Hom(H0 (E), c) = 0 for all sheaf con X with R1r*(c) = 0. 
An objectEE Per(X/Y) is called perverse coherent sheaf 

Per(X/Y) is an abelian category. For E E Per(X/Y), we get 
Hi(1r*(E)) = 0, i =1- 0. Thus 1r*(E) E Coh(Y). The following is due 
to Bridgeland [Bl] (cf. [N-Y, Lem. 1.2]). 

Lemma 6.1. (1) For a coherent sheaf F on Y, we have an 
exact sequence 

0--+ R 11r*(L-11r*(F))--+ F--+ 1r*1r*(F)--+ 0. 

In particular, ifF is torsion free, then F ~ 1r*1r*(F). 
(2) Let E be a coherent sheaf on X. For the natural map ¢ : 

1r*1r*(E) --+ E, we have {i) R1r*(ker¢) = 0, (ii) 1r*(im¢) --+ 
1r*(E) is isomorphic, {iii) 1r*(coker¢) = 0 and (iv) R11r*(E) ~ 
R11r * ( coker ¢). 

(3) A coherent sheaf E belongs to Per(X/Y) if and only if¢ : 
1r*1r*(E)--+ E is surjective. 

(4) For a coherent sheaf F on Y, Ext1 (1r*(F),c) = 0 for all c E 
Coh(X) with R1r*(c) = 0. 

6.2. A family of perverse coherent sheaves 
Let Y --+ S be a flat family of surfaces and 1r : X --+ Y a family of 

projective birational maps such that X --+ S is smooth and R1r* ( 0 x) = 
Oy. 

Definition 6.2. Let M~18(v) be the moduli stack of perverse co
herent sheaves E E Per(Xs/Ys) n Coh(X8 ), s E S with topological in
variant v(E) = v or "f(E) = v in Section 4.2 such that 1r*(E) is torsion 
free or purely !-dimensional. 

By Lemma 6.1 and the base change theorem, M~18(v) is an open 
substack of the moduli stack of coherent sheaves Eon X8 , s E S. Let w 
be a numerical invariant of 1r*(E), E E M~18 (v)8 and My;s(w) be the 
moduli stack of torsion free sheaves or purely !-dimensional sheaves F 
on Ys,S E S. 
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Proposition 6.2. We have a ''proper" map f: M~18 (v) -t My;s(w) 
by sending E to 1r*(E). More precisely, letT be a scheme of finite type 
overS and :F a fiat family of torsion free or purely 1-dimensional sheaves 
on Y xs T. Then M~18 (v) xM:v;s(w) T -t Tis proper. 

Let T' -t T be a morphism and £ a flat family of coherent sheaves 
parametrized by T' such that Ct E Per(Xt/Yt), v(et) = v and 1r*(£) ~ 
:F ®oT Or'. Since £ is a quotient of 1r* ( :F ®oT Or') in the category of 
coherent sheaves with a fixed topological invariant v, M~18(v)xM:vfs(w) 
T -t T is of finite type. 

In order to prove the properness, we use the valuative criterion. Let 
R be a discrete valuation ring and K the quotient field of R. Let s be 
the closed point of S = Spec(R). Let W C Y := Ys be the closed subset 
such that 1r 8 is isomorphic over Y \ W. 

Lemma 6.3. Let ¢ : £1 -t £2 be a homomorphism of R-ftat families 
of coherent sheaves ei, i = 1, 2 on y. Assume that (ei)s is torsion free 
or purely 1-dimensional, and¢ is an isomorphism on Y \ W. Then¢ 
is injective and coker¢ is R-ftat. Moreover if¢ is isomorphic over K, 
then ¢ is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Since ¢ 8 is isomorphic on Y \ W and (£1) 8 is torsion free 
or purely !-dimensional, cPs is injective. Hence ¢ is injective and coker ¢ 
is R-flat. If¢ is isomorphic over K, then (coker¢) 0R K = 0, which 
implies that coker ¢ = 0. Hence ¢ is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6.4. Let :F be a R-ftat family of torsion free or purely --· 1-dimensional sheaves on Y. Let 1r*(:F) be the R-torsion free quotient of 

1r*(:F). Then :F -t 1r*(1r*(:F)) -t 1r*(;;(':F)) is injective and the cokernel 
is R-ftat. 

By the following proposition, we have Proposition 6.2. 

Proposition 6.5. (I) Let £1 and £2 be R-ftat families of co-
herent sheaves on X such that (i) (ei)s E Per(Xs/Ys), (ii) 
1r*(£1) 8 is torsion free or purely 1-dimensional, and (iii) there 
are isomorphisms cPK : £1 0R K -t £2 0R K, '1/J : 1r*(£1) -t 

1r*(£2) such that ¢K induces 'ljJ over K. Then there is an iso
morphism ¢ : £1 -t £2 extending ¢ K and 'ljJ. 

(2) Let eK be a coherent sheaf such that eK E Per(XK /YK), i.e., 
R 11r*(£K) = 0 and 1r*1r*(£K) -t eK is surjective. Let :F be a 
R-ftat family of torsion free or purely 1-dimensional sheaves 
on Y with an isomorphism '1/JK : 7r*(£K) -t :F 0R K. Then 
there is a R-ftat family £ of perverse coherent sheaves which 
is an extension of£ K with an extension 'ljJ : 1r * ( £) -t :F of 'ljJ K. 
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Proof. (1) Let 1r*z;::(fi)) be the R-flat quotient of 1r*(1r*(£i)) by 

the R-torsions and Lithe kernel of 7r*z;::{£i)) -7 £i. Then Li are R-flat. 
Since L1 0R K -7 £2 0R K is a 0-map, L1 is contained in £ 2. Hence we 
have a homomorphism ¢ : £1 -7 £2 and we get a commutative diagram: 

Thus the claim holds. 

7r* z;:::(£1)) ~ £1 

1r*(,P) 1 1 <{> 

7r* z;:::(£2)) ~ £2. 

(2) Let¢ : ~ -7 £K be a homomorphism defined by the composi-

tions¢:~ -7 ~®RK -7 1r*(1r*(£K)) -7 £K. We set£:= im(¢). 
Then£ is a R-flat family of coherent sheaves such that R11r,.(£) = 0 and 

£ ®R K ~ £K. By Lemma 6.3, :F -7 1r*(~) -7 1r*(£) is an isomor
phism. Q.E.D. 

The following definition of the stability is slightly different from 
[N-Y, Lem. 2.9]. 

Definition 6.3. Let H be an ample Cartier divisor on Y. An object 
E E Per(X/Y) is stable with respect to H if Eisa sheaf and 1r*(E) is 
stable with respect to H. If 1r*(E) is p,-stable, w~ say that E is p,-stable. 

Lemma 6.6. Let E E Coh(X) be a perverse coherent sheaf and F 
a coherent sheaf such that 1r * (F) is torsion free. Then Hom{ E, F) -7 

Hom(1r*(E), 1r*(F)) is injective. In particular, a stable perverse coherent 
sheaf is simple. 

Proof. Since 1r*(1r*(E)) -7 E is surjective, we have an injective 
homomorphism Hom(E, F) -7 Hom(1r*(1r*(E)), F). Since 

we get our claim. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 6.7. [N-Y, Thm. 2.14] There is a coarse moduli scheme 
M1(v) of stable perverse coherent sheaves E with the topological invari
ant v. M1(v)JL denotes the open subscheme of p,-stable perverse coherent 

. sheaves. More generally, for a family of resolutions 1r: X -7 Y -7 S and 
a relatively ample Cartier divisor 1i on Y, we have a relative moduli 
space of stable perverse coherent sheaves Mj;18,'H(v), which is quasi
projective over S. 
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Lemma 6.8. (1) Let v := (r, ~'a) E Z x NS(X) x Z be a 
topological invariant. Assume that there is a line bundle .C on 
X with~= c1(.C8 ), s E S. Iftr: Ext2(E,E)-+ H 2 (X8 ,0xJ 
is injective for all E E MJ:.:;s,H(v) 8 , then MJ:.:;s,H(v) -+ S is 
smooth over s E S. 

(2) We set X := X 8 , Y := Ys and assume that X -+ Y is a 
minimal resolution of rational double points. Let E be a stable 
perverse coherent sheaf on X. If 

is surjective, then tr: Ext2 (E, E) -+ H 2 (X, Ox) is injective. 

Proof. (1) is a consequence of a standard deformation theory. 
(2) By the Serre duality, it is sufficient to prove that Hom( X, Kx) -+ 

Hom(E,E®Kx) is surjective. Since Kx = n*(Ky), the claim follows 
from Lemma 6.6. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 6.9. Let 1r : X -+ Y be a contraction of ( -2)-curves 
by a linear system JnHJ on X. We set v := (r,~,a). Assume that 
-Kx is effective and gcd(r, (~,H), a)= 1. Then Mfi(v) is smooth and 
projective over C. If there is a polarized deformation ¢: (X, .C) -+ S of 
X 80 = X with a family of Mukai vectors v and a family of dvisors 1{ 

such that Hso = H and H-f- does not contain ( -2) curves for a general 
s E S. Then Mfi(v) is deformation equivalent to MH(v). 

Proof. Since Rn*(Ox) = Oy, H 1(X,Ox(nH)) = 0 for n » 0. 
Hence the base change theorem implies that ¢* ( 0 x ( nH)) is a locally 
free sheaf on S and we get a flat family of contractions 1r : X -+ Y such 
that Rn*(Ox) = Oy. We set Hn := nH +.C. For a sufficiently large 
n, let Mx;s,HJv) -+ S be the relative moduli space of (Hn)s-stable 
sheaves on Xs. Let So be the open subscheme of S such that Hs is 
ample. Then Mx;s,HJv) coincides with MJ:.:;s,H(v) over So. Hence we 
get our claim. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6.10. Let X be a smooth projective surface with a con
traction 1r : X -+ Y of ( -2) curves, and let H a divisor which is the 
pull-back of an ample divisor on Y. 

(1) 

(2) 

Assume that X be a rational surface and - Kx is effective. If 
gcd(r, (~,H), a) = 1, then Mfi(r, ~'a) is deformation equiva
lent to MH(r,~,a) and H*(Mf£(r,~,a)) is identified with 
H*(MH(r, ~'a)) by an algebraic correspondence. 
Assume that X be a K3 surface with p(Y) 2: 2. If gcd(r, (~,H)) 
= 1, then Mfi(r, ~'a) is deformation equivalent to MH(r, ~'a) 
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and H*(M'!J(r, ~'a)) is identified with H*(MH(r, ~'a)) by an 
algebraic correspondence. 

Proof. We prove (2). Let N be a primitive sublattice of Pic(X) 
spanned by Hand~- Replacing~ by~+ rm7r*(TJ), TJ E NS(Y), we may 
assume that dimQ 1r*(N ® Q) = 2. Indeed gcd(r, (~,H)) = 1 means that 
the stability does not change under the change E f--7 E(mD), if D is 
the pull-back of a Cartier divisor on Y. Then there is no ( -2)-curve in 
N n H .L. Let R be the set of ( -2)-vectors on H .L n Pic(X). Since R is a 
finite set, we can take an ample divisor L such that L tf_ Qu+ N ®Q for all 
u E R. We shall consider a deformation of (X, L, H, ~). Then H deforms 
to an ample divisor, which implies that we can apply Proposition 6.9 to 
get the claim. Q.E.D. 

Remark 6.1. If ~ is relatively ample, then we can take L = ~ + 
rmH. Then the same assertion holds if gcd(r, (~,H), a)= 1 and H.LnN 
does not contain ( -2) vectors. 

6.3. An action of the affine Lie algebra 

From now on, we assume that 1r : X --+ Y is a minimal resolution 
of rational double points. For simplicity, we assume that Y has one 
singular point p E Y. Let C1, C2, ... , Cn be the irreducible components 
of the exceptional divisor and Z the fundamental cycle on X. 

Lemma 6.11. (1) Let c be a coherent sheaf on X such that 
1r * (c) = 0. Then there is a filtration 

(6.1) 0 c F1 c F2 c · · · c Fs = c 

such that each Fk/Fk-l is a subsheaf ofOc,(-1), i > 0. In 
particular, if Hom( c, 0 c, ( -1)) = 0 for all i, then c = 0. 

(2) IfR1r*(c) = 0, then cis a semi-stable 1-dimensional sheaf and 
gr(c) = EB~=l Oc,(-1)EElr;. 

Proof. (1) Assume that c =/=- 0. Since 1r*(c) = 0, cis of pure di
mension 1. Since ((Ci,CJ)i,J) is negative definite, x(Oc,(-1),c) > 0 
for an i. Then there is a non-zero homomorphism ¢ : Oc, ( -1) --+ c or 
¢ : c --+ Oc, ( -1). For the first case, ¢ is injective and 1r * ( coker ¢) = 0. 
For the second case, 1r * (ker ¢) = 0 and im( ¢) is a subsheaf of Oc, ( -1). 
Applying the same procedure to coker ¢ or ker ¢, we get the claim. 

(2) We first note that x(c) = 0. Let E be a subsheaf of c. Then 
H 0 (X, E) = 0, which implies that x(E) ::; 0. Therefore c is a semi
stable 1-dimensional sheaf. Obviously Oc, ( -1) are stable. We take 
a filtration (6.1). Then x(Fk/ Fk-d ::; 0 and the equality holds if 
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FkiFk-1 ~ Oci(-1). Hence FkiFk-1 ~ Oci(-1) for all k. Therefore c 
isS-equivalent to EBi0ci(-1) 9 ri. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6.12. E E Coh(X) belongs to Per(XIY) if and only if 
Hom(E,Oci(-1)) = 0 for all i. 

Proof. Obviously E E Per(XIY) n Coh(X) satisfies 
Hom( E, 0 0 .( -1)) = 0 for all i. We prove the converse direction. We 
shall prove that the homomorphism¢: n*(n*(E)) -+ E is surjective. By 
Lemma 6.1 (2), the cokernel of n*(E) -+ n*(im ¢) satsifies 1r* ( coker ¢) = 
0. Since Hom(coker¢,0ci(-1)) c Hom(E,Oci(-1)) = 0, by Lemma 
6.11 (1), we get coker¢ = 0. Thus¢ is surjective. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 6.13. Let E be a coherent sheaf belonging to Per(XIY). 
IfHom(Oci ( -1), E)= 0, i = 1, 2, ... ,nand Ext1 (0z, E)= 0, then E is 
locally free along Z and n*(E) is reflexive at p. 

Proof. Replacing X by an open neighborhood of Z, we may assume 
that E is locally free on X\ Z. Assume that E is not torsion free. Then 
for the torsion submodule T of E, there is a surjection T -+ Cx. We 
note that there is an exact sequence 0-+ c-+ Oz -+ Cx -+ 0 such that 
c E Coh(X) with Rn*(c) = 0. Since Hom(c, T) = 0, Ext1 (Cx, T) -+ 
Ext1 (0z, T) is injective. Since x(Cx, T) = 0, Ext1 (Cx, T) -=/= 0. Thus 
Ext1 (0z, T)-=/= 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore E is torsion free. 
By the exact sequence 

Hom(Oz, Evv)-+ Hom(Oz, Evv I E)-+ Ext1 (0z, E), 

we get Hom( 0 z, Evv I E) = 0. Since Hom( Cx, Evv I E) -=/= 0 for a point 
x E Supp(Evv I E), Evv IE = 0. Thus E is locally free. Then we get 
R1n*(Eiiz) = 0, which implies that R 1n*(Ev) = 0. Therefore n*(E) is 
a reflexive sheaf. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 6.14. (1) (a) Let E be a coherent sheaf on X such 
that E E Per(XIY) and n*(E) is torsion free. For a 
subspace U c Hom( Oci ( -1), E), the evaluation map ¢ : 
U ® OcJ -1) -+ E is injective in Coh(X), coker ¢ E 
Per(XIY) and n*(coker¢) is torsion free. 

(b) Let F be a coherent sheaf on X such that FE Per(XIY) 
and 1r * (F) is torsion free. For a subspace V of 
Hom(F, Oci ( -1)[1]), the associated extension in Coh(X) 

0 -+ Vv ® Oci ( -1) -+ E -+ F -+ 0 

defines E E Per(XIY) and n*(E) is torsion free. 
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(2) (a) Let E be a coherent sheaf on X such that E E Per(X/Y) 
and 1r*(E) is torsion free. Let U C Hom(Oz[-1], E) be 
a subspace. For the associated extension in Coh(X) 

0 --+ E --+ F --+ Oz 0 U --+ 0, 

FE Per(X/Y) and 1r*(F) is torsion free. 
(b) Let F be a coherent sheaf on X such that FE Per(X/Y) 

and 1r * (F) is torsion free. Let V C Hom( F, 0 z) be a sub
space. Then¢: F--+ Oz 0 vv is surjective in Coh(X), 
E := ker¢ E Per(X/Y) and 1r*(E) is torsion free. 

Proof. (1) (a) Since R7r*(Oci(-1)) = 0 and 1r*(E) is torsion free, 
1r*(ker¢) = 0 and R 11r*(ker¢) ~ 1r*(im¢) = 0. By Lemma 6.11, we see 
that ker ¢ ~ Oci ( -1 )EBr. Since ¢ induces an injective homomorphism 
U--+ Hom(Oci(-1),E), we haver= 0. Since 1r*(E) ~ 1r*(coker¢), 
R 11r*(coker¢) = 0 and 1r*1r*(E)--+ E--+ coker¢ is surjective, coker¢ E 

Per(X/Y). 
(b) We note that 1r*(E) ~ 1r;.(F) and R 11r*(E) = 0. Hence we shall 

prove that Hom(E,Oc;(-1)) = 0. If j -:f. i, then obviously the claim 
holds. If j = i, then we have a non-zero map vv 0 Oci ( -1) --+ E --+ 
Oci ( -1). By our choice of the extension class, this is impossible. Hence 
E E Per(X/Y). 

(2) (a) Obviously 1r*1r*(F) --+ F is surjective and R11r*(F) = 0. If 
1r*(F) has a torsion, then we have a non-trivial map Oz = 7r*(Cv)--+ F. 
Then Oz --+ F--+ Oz 0 U is injective. By our choice of the extension 
class, this is impossible. Hence 1r*(F) is torsion free. 

(b) Since Hom(F,Oz)--+ Hom(1r*1r*(F),Oz) = Hom(1r*(F),Cp) is 
injective, 1r*(F)--+ Cp 0 vv is surjective. Since 1r*(1r*(F))--+ 1r*(Cp) 0 
vv is the composition of 7r* ( 1r * (F)) --+ F and F --+ 0 z 0 vv, ¢ is 
surjective. Since Ext1(0z, Oc; ( -1)) = 0 for all j, Hom(E, Oc; ( -1)) = 
0 for all j. Thus E E Per(X/Y) and 1r*(E) is torsion free. Q.E.D. 

We set Eo := Oz, Ei := Oc1 ( -1)[1], i = 1, 2, ... ,nand set 

l.lJk~) := {(E, U)IE E Mfi(v), uv c Hom(E, Ei), dim U = m}. 

By Lemma 6.14, the Brill-Noether locus with respect to Ei, i = 0, 1, ... , n 
behaves very well and we have the following. 

Proposition 6.15. The affine Lie algebra associated to Ei, i = 
0, 1, ... , n acts on ffiv H*(Mfi(v)). 

Remark 6.2. f : Mfi(v) --+ MH(w) gives the contraction map of 
the Brill-Noether locus with respect to Ei, i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
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Remark 6.3. Let X be an abelian surface or a K3 surface with 
a symplectic G-action. Assume that there is a fixed point. By the 
Me~ correspo~ce [BKR], we have an equivalence <I> : D 0 (X) ~ 

D(X/G), where XjG ~ XjG is the minimal resolution of X/G. More
over we can choose an equivalence so that <I> induces an equivalence 
Coh0 (X) ~ Per((XjG)j(XjG)). By this equivalence, we have an iso
morphism MH(v)ll ~ Mk(w)JL, where w is the Mukai vector correspond
ing to v via <I>. By this identification, the actions of the Lie algebras in 
Section 5 and Section 6 are the same. 

§7. Appendix 

7.1. Moduli of coherent systems 

In this subsection, we shall explain how to construct the moduli 
space of coherent systems s_p-~) ( v). We start with a definition of a flat 
family. 

Definition 7.1. LetS be a scheme and£.:···~ £_1 ~ &o ~ · · · 
a bounded complex on S x X. 

(i) £. is a flat family of stable complexes, if £i are coherent 
sheaves on S x X which are flat over S and (&.)s are sta
ble complexes for all s E S. 

(ii) (&.,U) is a family of coherent systems, if£. is a flat fam
ily of stable complexes and U is a locally free subsheaf of 
Romps (Os ~Ei, £.) ofrank nsuch that Us ~ Rom(Ei, (£.)8 ) 

is injective for all s E S. In this case, we have a resolution of 
Ei 

w. : W-2 ~ W-1 ~ Wo 

with a morphism U ~ W. ~ £. as complexes which induces 
the inclusion U ~ Romps ( 0 s ~ Ei, £.). 

For a quasi-isomorphism £. ~ £~ of families of stable complexes 
over S, we take a resolution of Ei 

W.: W-2 ~ W-1 ~ Wo 

such that ExtP(Wj, (&k)s) = ExtP(Wj, (&£) 8 ) = 0, p > 0 for j = 
0, -1, k E Z and all s E S. Then we see that ExtP(W_2 , (&k)s) = 
ExtP(W-2, (&£)s) = 0, p > 0 for k E Z and all s E S. By this choice of 
W., we have an isomorphism 

RomK(SxX)(Os ~ w.,&.[p]) ~ 

RomK(sxx)(Os ~ W.,&~[p])(~ ExtP(Os ~ Ei,£~)) 
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where K(Z) is the homotopy category of complexes on Z. Hence for a 
family of coherent systems (E;,u) and a quasi-isomorphism E._, E; of 
fiat families of stable complexes, there is a resolution of Ei and a family 
of coherent systems (E.,U) such that we have a homotopy commutative 
diagram: 

II 1 
u 1:81 w. _... E;. 

The choice of ¢ is unique, up to homotopy equivalence. In this case, we 
say that (E., U) is equivalent to ( E;, U). 

Let q: QH(v) _, MH(v) be a standard PGL(N)-covering of MH(v) 
which is an open subscheme of a suitable quot-scheme and satisfies the 
following properties: 

(i) There is a fiat family of stable complexes V. : V_ 1 _, Vo on 
QH(v) x X, which is GL(N)-equivariant. 

(ii) For a fiat family of stable complexes E. parametrized by S, if 
we take a suitable open covering S = U;_S;_, then we have 
a morphisms fA : S;_ _, QH(v) such that E•IS>- is quasi
isomorphic to f~(V.). In particular (q o h)IS>-ns, = (q o 
fM)Is>-ns, and we have a morphism f: S _, MH(v). 

We take a locally free resolution of Ei 

such that ExtP(W1,(Vk)t) = 0, p > 0 for j = 0,-1, k = -1,0 and all 
t E QH(v). Then ExtP(W_2, (Vk)t) = 0, p > 0 for k = -1,0 and all 
t E QH(v). We set 

Hn := E9 HomPQH(v) (OQH(v) 1:81 wj, Vk)· 
-j+k=n 

Hn, n E Z are locally free sheaves on QH(v). We take a complex 

'l/;-1 'LJ 'l/;o 'LJ 'l/;1 
0--7 1{_1 --7 ILO --7 ILl --7 """ 

associated to RHomPQH(v) (OQH(v) 1:81 Ei, v.). Since 

ker(¢-l)t 9:! Hom(Ei,Et[-1]) = 0 

for all t E QH(v), ¢_1 is injective as a vector bundle homomorphism. 
Hence 1{0 := coker¢_ 1 is a locally free sheaf on QH(v). For the mor
phism fA: S;_ _, QH(v) and a locally free subsheaf U C Homp8 (0s 1:81 
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Ei, £.) such that U8 --> Hom(Ei, (£.) 8 ) is injective for all s E S, we have 
an inclusion as a vector bundle homomorphism: 

U1s>- '----' Homps ( Os 0 Ei, £.)Is>- = ker(f~(1i~) --> f~(1il)) '----' f~(1i~). 

We take a Grassmann bundle Gr(1i~, n)--> QH(v) over QH(v) parametriz
ing n-dimensional subspaces U of (1i~)t, t E QH(v). Then we have a 
lifting f>-: S:>---> Gr(1i~,n) of fA and an equivalence between (£.,U1sJ 

and (J>.(V.),U18J. Hence s,p~l(v) is constructed as a closed subscheme 
of Gr(1i~, n)/ PGL(N). 

7.2. The existence of semi-stable sheaves on a K3 surface 

Proposition 7 .1. Let X be a K3 surface and H an ample divisor 
on X. For v = r + ~ + ap, r E Z>o, ~ E NS(X), a E Z with (v2 ) 2': -2, 
the moduli space of semi-stable sheaves M H ( v) is not empty. 

Proof. We may assume that v is primitive. In H*(X, Q), we can 
write vas 

v = r + (dH +D)+ ap, DE Hl... 

Since venH = r + (d + rn)H + D +(a+ (dn + rn2 j2)(H2 ))p, n E Z, we 
see that 

(venH, venH) - (D2 ) = (v, v) - (D2 ). 

Hence replacing v by venH, n » 0, we may assume that d is sufficiently 
larger than (v2)- (D2 ). We shall consider the Fourier~Mukai transform 

D(X) 
Rp2*(pi(E) 18! h), 

where p1 ,p2 :X x X--> X are projections and I~:;. is the ideal sheaf of the 
diagonal L). C XxX. By [Y5, Thm. 3.1], <I>§t__.x induces an isomorphism 
M H(r + ~ + ap) ~ M H(a- ~ + rp). Moreover (Y5, Cor. 2.14] says that 
every JL-Semi-stable sheaf F with v(F) = a-~+ rp is semi-stable. For a 
sufficiently small e E NS(X) 18! Q, (Y3, Thm. 8.1] implies that there is a 
stable sheaf F with respect to H + e with v(F) =a-~+ rp. Then F is 
JL-semi-stable with respect to H, which implies that M H (a-~+ rp) i=- 0. 
Therefore MH(v) i=- 0. Q.E.D. 

7.3. The existence of stable sheaves on a rational elliptic 
surface 

We shall find the conditions for the existence of stable sheaves on 
a rational elliptic surface 1r : X --> JP1 with a section CJ. We first note 
that a divisor C with ( C2 ) = ( C, K x) = -1 is effective. Indeed since 
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(Kx -C, f)= -1, H 2(X, Ox(C)) = 0. By the Riemann-Roch theorem, 
dimH0 (X, Ox( C))~ x(Ox(C)) == 1. The following is the result for the 
case of rank 0. 

Proposition 7.2. Let X be a rational elliptic surface with a section 
a. Let D be a divisor with (D2 ) ~ 0. Assume that (0, D, x) is primitive. 
Then Mjf(O, D, x) is not empty for a general H and G if and only if 
(D,C) ~ 0 for all divisor C with (C2 ) = (C,Kx) = -1. 

Proof. We use the notation in Subsection 4.3. Since 

Mfx,?·l)fT(O, D, x) --+ T is smooth, it is sufficient to prove the claim 
for a nodal rational elliptic surface X. Let C be a divisor with ( C 2) = 
( C, K x) = -1. Since every fiber is irreducible, C must be a section 
of 1r. If (D, C) < 0, then x(Oc(k), E) = -(D, C) > 0 for all sheaves 
E with c1(E) =D. We set n := max{kJ Hom(Oc(k), E) =F 0}. Then 
Hom(Oc(n),E) =F 0 and Hom(E, Oc(n))v = Ext2 (0c(n + 1),E) =F 0. 
This means that E is not semi-stable, unless E ~ Oc(n). 

Conversely, we assume that (D, C) ~ 0 for all sections C w!th 
(C2 ) = (C,Kx) = -1. Then Dis a nef divisor. If (D,f) = 1, then 
there is a section 7 of 1r such that D = 7 + nf, n > 0. In this case, 
MH(O, 7+nf, x) ~ Hilbx =F 0 via the relative Fourier-Mukai transform. 
Since the non-emptyness does not depend on the choice of G [Y 4], we get 
our claim. Hence we may assume that (D, f) ~ 2. We shall show that 
there is a reduced and irreducible curve C E JDJ. Then a line bundle E 
on C with x(E) =X belongs to MH(O, D, x). 

(1) If (D2) ·~ 1 or (D, f) ~ 3, then D' := D-Kx is a nef divisor with 
(D' 2 ) ~ 5. In this case, we shall prove that D = D' + Kx is base point 
free by using Reider's result [R, Thm. 1]. If D is not base point free, then 
there is an effective divisor B such that (a) (B, D') = 1 and (B2 ) = 0, 
or (b) (B,D') = 0 and (B2 ) = -1. Since 0:::; (D,B):::; (D',B):::; 1, (i) 
(!,B) = 0 and (D, B) :::; 1 or (ii) (!,B) = 1 and (D, B) = 0. In the first 
case, B = nf. Since (D, f) ~ 2, this is impossible. In the second case, 
there is a section 7 and B = 7+nf. Then (B2 ) = 2n-1 =F 0. Therefore 
D = D' + Kx is base point free. . 

(2) If(D2 ) = 0 and (D, f)= 2, then D = 271 +forD= 7 1 +72 with 
(71, 7 2) = 1, where 71,72 are sections of 1r. In the first case, (D, 71) = -1, 
which is a contradiction. In the second case, D is connected and D is 
base point free. 

Applying Bertini's theorem to both cases (1), (2), we have a reduced 
and irreducible curve C E JDJ. 

Q.E.D. 
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Definition 7.2. We set 

{ . I (D, C) ~ 0 for all divisors C } 
C := DE Plc(X) with (C2) = (C,Kx) = -1 . 

Let W := W(E~1)) be the Weyl group of the sublattice fj_ ~ E~1 ) of 
Pic(X). W acts on Pic(X) and C is a W-invariant subset of Pic(X). 
Let c+ c C be the set of nef divisors. If X is nodal, then c+ =C. 

Theorem 7.3. Let r and d be relatively prime integers with r ~ 0. 

(i) For any D E (a, f)j_, there is a stable vector bundle En such 
thatrk(En) = r, c1(En) = da+D mod 7/.,f andx(En,En) = 
1. En is unique up to replacing it with En(nf), n E 7/.,. We 
set 

E(r,d) := {Eni(D,a) = (D,f) =or 

(ii) Let F E K(X) be a primitive class with rk(F) = lr and 
(c1(F),f) = ld. Assume that x(F,F)::::; 0. We take an ample 
divisor H which is sufficiently close to f. Then F is repre
sented by a stable sheaf if and only if x(En, F) ::::; 0 for all 
En E E(r, d). Moreover F is represented by a J-L-stable vector 
bundle, if lr > 1. 

Proof. We may assume that lr > 0. By the deformation argument 
in the proof of Proposition 7.2, we may assume that X is nodal. We 
first prove (i). We note that MH(O, rf, -d) ~X. Let E be a universal 
family on X x X. Since every fiber is irreducible, we have a - D = 
T- ((a, T) + 1)f, where Tis a section of 7f. Then E&xr is a stable sheaf 
with the desired invariant. We next prove (ii). The proof of the necessary 
condition is similar to the proof of Proposition 7.2. We shall show that 
the condition is sufficient. Let q,:k-+x : D(X) ~ D(X) be the relative 
Fourier-Mukai transform defined by the sheaf£. Then q,:k-+x(En)[1] = 
Or, where Tis a section of 7f such that T- a = -D mod Zf. Then 
rk(q,:k-+x(F)[1]) = 0 and cl(q,:k-+x(F)[1]) E C. Therefore q,:k-+x(F)[1] 
is represented by a line bundle L on a reduced and irreducible curve. 
Then the inverse q,f-+x(L)[1] is a J-L-stable sheaf. Q.E.D. 

By the proof of the theorem, we also get the following. 

Corollary 7.4. If gcd(r, (~,f)) = 1 and the expected dimension 
is non-negative, then MH(r, ~' x) is not empty, where H is sufficiently 
close to f. 
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Let X be a rational elliptic surface with a section a such that there 
is a singular fiber 1r-1 (o) = L~=o aiCi, o E lP'1 of type E~1), where Ci 
are smooth ( -2)-curves. We assume that a0 = 1. Let C be a divisor 
with (C2) = (C, Kx) = -1. Then C =a+ l::~=O niCi, ni 2: 0. Hence 

c+ ={DE Pic(X) I(D,a);::: 0, (D,Ci);::: 0,0 ~ i ~ 8}. 

Thus D := ra + nf + ~' ~ E ffi~=1 7l.Ci is nef if and only if 

Let W be the affine Weyl group of E~1). Then MH (0, D', x) =f. 0 if and 
only if D' = w(D) with DEc+, wE W. 
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